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Foreword
Are We Ready
to Get Serious?
Peter Senge

America has been trying to turn around its schools for a quar-
ter century, with tragic results. One simplistic quick-fix nos-

trum after another has seized the political limelight and been
“driven” through the system as if it was all that was needed:
decentralized site accountability, small high schools, high-stakes
testing. While all these efforts embodied ideas with merit, the
belief in one-size-fits-all fixesmight itself be the real problem.

Michael Fullan has built an international reputation over the
past decade for his work in England, Canada, and many other
countries for helping educators, communities, and business and
political leaders cooperate for systemic change in education. He
has shown that unless you align school, district, state, and
national agendas, innovation within schools cannot be sustained.
He has shown that teachers and principals are more than ready to
lead the innovation, but they must be part of larger learning com-
munities aimed at building collective capacity across schools and
school systems, rather than heroes and heroines fighting a dys-
functional system. He has shown that a few well thought out
strategic priorities that encapsulate what we believe collectively
about the fundamental aims for education are vital to establish a
direction toward which everyone can work together. He has
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shown that accountability matters but only in the context of nur-
turing the overall esprit de corps within a school and community
and tapping the huge reservoir of latent responsibility that exists
with a nation’s educators, parents, and community leaders. Put in
the negative, beating educators with the you-need-to-be-more-
accountable stick accomplishes little and may actually lead to less
real accountability rather thanmore.

In short, Fullan has shown that real change is possible but
only by taking a truly systemic approach. No single quick fixes. No
good guy–bad guy politicizing to mobilize public anger. No fear
mongering about America’s declining competitiveness in the
world. Just clear strategy, broad engagement (especially including
educators themselves), and a consistent message that this can
only be done by all of us working together across all levels of the
educational system.

Where a whole-system approach has been taken seriously
over the past decade, there have been significant improvements in
student achievement. In the UK, with focused leadership starting
with Tony Blair and Michael Barber, former director of the prime
minister’s educational reform effort, literacy and numeracy
achievement rose from about 62% to 75% (as measured by profi-
ciency of 11-year-olds) from 1997–2001, an improvement that
Fullan himself was asked to evaluate.

Building on the experience in England, Fullan became special
advisor to Premier Dalton McGuinty in Ontario and helped to
design and guide a whole-system strategy for the Ontario school
system. Focusing on a small set of core priorities and using capac-
ity building and partnership as a core strategy (specifically avoid-
ing punitive accountability), literacy and numeracy have
increased 13% at the elementary level since 2003, students pass-
ing mandated secondary literacy has risen from 65% to 81%, and
high school graduation rates in a diverse province have gone from
68% to 77%. Ontario has recently added early learning (full-day
integrated schooling) for all four- and five-year-olds.

Results like these in England and Canada, and in other coun-
tries like Finland, Singapore, and Korea, have become recognized
around the world, and today many other countries are following
similar paths. Huge challenges remain in all these settings but for
many the journey is well underway.

Can this be done in America? Fullan describes the current
work in a few U.S. school districts, but the examples are isolated.

viii ALL SYSTEMSGO
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Indeed one of the primary features of the U.S. is wide disparities in
educational attainment against a backdrop of steady decline over-
all. While we have many outstanding schools and districts, our
overall performance as a nation in public education has fallen
from the top in world rankings a half century ago (highest high
school qualification in the world in 1960). Today, America consis-
tently ranks in the bottom half of advanced (OECD) countries in
educational achievement. The decline has continued unabated
through the past decade: the U.S. was still number one in post-
secondary graduation rates in 1995; it was number 14 by 2005.
All of this has occurred despite a quadrupling of total funds spent
on education since 1980 and spending more per pupil than any
other school system.

In essence, we have thrown more money at more ineffective
reform agendas than any nation. In so doing, we have shown a
virtually inexhaustible penchant for using supposed educational
reform to feather political nests and, as with other crucial national
issues, a tragic inability to subordinate special interests to com-
mon good.

Beyond statistical comparisons to other countries, the conse-
quences have been devastating at human and societal levels. For
over a decade it has beenmore likely that a youngAfricanAmerican
boy growing up in an American city will go to prison than to any
form of post-secondary education. A recent study found that only
35% of Boston’s high school graduates who had enrolled in college in
2000 had actually completed either a two- or four-year college
program seven years later. A recent McKinsey study estimates that
the enormous educational disparities inAmerica impose the “equiv-
alent of a permanent national recession.”

Thus, there is no shortage of evidence of the cost to America
of how our present educational system operates. Yet, it was pre-
cisely evidence and statistics like these that motivated past quick-
fix reforms. So, they are not likely to suffice to mobilize the sort of
cooperative whole-system effort Fullan proposes.

What could? I believe two things.
First, we must believe that real change is possible. My own

experience is that public school educators in America are among
themost beleaguered professionals. For years, I have asked diverse
audiences whether or not they think a crisis is needed for systemic
change. My point has been to get people thinking about their
implicit models of change, and specifically whether they believe
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they can cultivate the aspiration and co-inspiration needed, in my
opinion, to sustain change beyond simply reacting to a crisis. My
experience in diverse audiences, however, is that the majority
express the belief that, indeed, a crisis is needed, that no real
change occurs without a crisis. I have always viewed this as an
unfortunate commentary on our limited understanding of sys-
temic change, of our reliance on desperation rather than aspira-
tion. But the most unfortunate of all have been the groups of
educators who often fail to raise their hands to either option.
When I first encountered this, I asked the group in surprise, “Help
me understand. I thought I asked an ‘either-or’ question: is a crisis
needed for change, yes or no. How come most of you have not
raised your hands for either option?” A quiet voice from themiddle
of the audience responded, “We don’t believe that change is possi-
ble under any condition.”

This is wherework like Fullan’s could be pivotal.
As you read the many examples here of engaging the variety

of actors needed to truly rethink and recreate our schools, of fos-
tering collaboration among teachers and students to build collec-
tive capacity, of people achieving significantly higher performance
and real innovation, it is hard not to start to believe there are
viable paths forward. Fullan’s stories remind us that no one wants
to be part of a low-performing system, including educators and
students. Transforming the fatalism that currently afflicts far too
many starts with a conviction that change is possible with a clear
framework and practical tools for engagement and moving for-
ward. It will then take politically savvy strategies to mobilize the
diverse blocks of power that need to work better together, which is
exactly what Fullan shows can be done.

But I believe there is a second factor that goes beyond change
strategy. At no time in history has there been a more powerful
need for a new vision of the purpose of education. Today’s schools
were born in the early stages of the industrial era. That is why
they were organized like an assembly line (Grade 1, Grade 2,
Grade 3, etc.). That is why they were based on standardized
timetables governing each part of the day (complete with bells
and whistles on the walls), and fixed, rigid curricula delivered by
teachers whose job was first and foremost to maintain control,
much like an assembly-line foreman. The Industrial Age school
arose as part and parcel of an industrial-age economy based on

x ALL SYSTEMSGO
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exploiting natural (andmanywould argue social) capital to create
producti ve and financial capital. The Industrial Age is ending.

Despite the fact that we burn more coal and produce more steel
than ever before in human history, we also use one and one-third
Earths today to support the consumer-driven global industrial
machine—and the side effects of industrial growth, like climate
change and the destruction of the oceans, are getting harder to
ignore. The challenge of our time is not economic competitive-
ness. The challenge is to build not only “sustainable” but regenera-
tive societies—ones that enhance natural and social capital.

This is a challenge that young people everywhere increasingly
recognize, as indicated by the global movement among the young
to reverse climate change, stop the destruction of species and
ecosystems, and face honestly the widening gaps between rich
and poor. The wheels are coming off the train of the global eco-
nomic growth machine and young people sense this. But they
have real questions whether or not their adult “leaders” do, as
reflected in large numbers of young people who are pessimistic
about the ongoing and largely unmet challenges like climate
change, water, and the destruction of ecosystems. And they have
real questions regardingwhat they can do, if anything.

No institution has a more crucial role to play in the historic
changes coming than school because no institution has greater
potential to impact how a society changes over the long term.
How we educate our children shapes the future, because they in
turn will be the ones who create that future. The growing gap
betweenwhat they need to be able to understand (such as alterna-
tive cultures and social-technological-ecological systems) and to
do (such as work collaboratively to solve complex interdependent
problems) and what we have traditionally taught is the primary
reason so many young people find school less and less relevant for
their lives. And they are right.

This past spring, in a gathering organized by the St. Louis
Chamber of Commerce as part of their “Sustainable St. Louis”
campaign, a series of presentations were made by middle school
and high school students. Many of the adults were shocked.
Expecting to hear stories about what they were studying in their
environment or civics classes, instead they heard stories of how
the young people were busy transforming their communities. One
12-year-old girl told the story of how she and four classmates
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decided that their school needed to stop using fossil fuels and how
they got a wind turbine installed. As she retold their saga of work-
ing with their science teacher to develop the initial analysis, with
parents developing the engineering and financial details, and of
then presenting their plan to their principal and eventually the
mayor (twice!), the room of several hundred adults fell silent. She
then showed a photograph of the operating wind turbine outside
her school. As she stood calmly in front of the audience she posed
a question. “We kids always hear that, ‘You are the future.’ We
don’t agree. We don’t have 20 or 30 years to make the changes
needed.We are ready now. Are you?”

In short, we must imagine a vision for school that is far more
compelling than fixing a broken system. As it has been for all of
human history (not just in the Industrial Age), education is how a
society shapes its future. It needs to be where we reflect on and
develop the sorts of capabilities that the society, the young people,
will need in the future. Only when we recognize this need for real
innovationwill we tap the aspiration needed to give life to the sorts
of strategies thatMichael Fullan so ably illustrates can succeed.

The real question is, Are we serious enough to work together
in favor of the schools our future is asking for? I have no doubt
that the young people are.

xii ALL SYSTEMSGO
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Preface

If there is one thing that you should remember from page one and
all the way through this book it is the concept of collective capa-

city. It is the key to All Systems Go and the component most likely to
be neglected by policymakers. Collective capacity iswhen groups get
better—school cultures, district cultures, and government cultures.
The big collective capacity and the one that ultimately counts is
when they get better conjointly—collective, collaborative capacity,
if you like. Collective capacity generates the emotional commitment
and the technical expertise that no amount of individual capacity
working alone can come close tomatching.

Prior to the 1997 election in Britain, when Tony Blair asked
Michael Barber to join him in crafting a comprehensive strategy for
improving literacy and numeracy in all primary schools in the
country, they started down the path of all systems go. For a while,
upon being elected they had the knack of whole-system reform.
From 1997 to 2001, literacy and numeracy achievement rose
substantially from about 62% to 75% (as measured by proficiency
of 11-year-olds). Quite an accomplishment, as we are talking about
over 20,000 primary schools. In his second term, 2001 to 2005,
with a large majority, Blair got distracted with other matters and
lost the plot in educational reform, although his government did go
on to do interesting things in public sector reform as described in Sir
Michael’s fascinating account, Instruction to Deliver (2008).

Along came Dalton McGuinty in 2002 as if on cue. Leader of
the opposition in Ontario, he aspired to be the education premier,
not just in name but in a deep “all systems go” manner. He studied
Britain’s reform strategy, asked me to join him, and got elected as
premier in Ontario in October, 2003. Over the past six years (includ-
ing a largemajority reelection in 2007), Dalton did not lose the plot.
He thickened it to the point that Ontario now has one of the most

xiii
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explicit whole-system models around. McGuinty remains, for me,
the best self-conscious, deliberate, whole-system education reform
leader in government anywhere in theworld. I ambiased, of course,
but his strategy and its results are there for anyone to see—and we
will take these up in the course of this book.

At the same time, we have the international benchmark stars
as assessed by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development’s (OECD) Program for International Student Assess-
ment (PISA) with its highly regarded testing of the performance of
15-year-olds in literacy, science, and math—the top performers are
Finland, Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea, and Canada (Ontario
and Alberta; PISA includes all Canadian provinces and reports results
separately for each—there is no federal presence in education govern-
ment in Canada). The first three are smallish (5 million people or so)
and not diverse in the same way as the United States and Canada.
Korea is large, butagainnotdiverse; andbecauseof its culture, it is able
topursuereformwithadegreeof resolutenessandtop-downness.

We have something to learn from these high performers as I
will identify in the book, but they are (except for Canada) too differ-
ent to serve as models for whole-system reform in North America
as a whole. Canada, for example, is more instructive for the United
States, although it differs in some important respects. Alberta has
led the way for many years with its collaborative alliances among
the trustees association, superintendents, unions, and the govern-
ment, although I don’t feature their strategies in this book. Ben
Levin, Ken Leithwood, and I are currentlyworkingwith the College
of Alberta School Superintendents and the Alberta Department of
Education on their next wave of reform through, among other
things, a major initiative on “Moving and Improving” school dis-
tricts. It is Ontario that I feature in this book because it has a more
explicit whole-system-reform approach that we will see reflected in
the course of the various chapters.

Andnow,wehave the newObamaadministrationwith its highly
touted Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, and state governors
around the United States who are trying to figure out how they
slipped from number one in the world in high school and university
attainment. For most of the 20th century (until about 1980) the
United States led the world only to have its fortunes reversed with a
steady decline in PISAparlance to about 24th.They are badly in need
of makingall systemsgo in theotherdirection.

xiv ALL SYSTEMSGO
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There is quite a lot of focus in this book on improving education
in the United States. This is partly because it represents such a large,
egregious example of failed reform. In 1980, it had one of the most
accomplished public education systems in the world. Over the past
30 years, it has slipped while other countries have steadily passed it.
All this while quadrupling its education expenditure (see Grubb,
2009; Hanushek & Lindseth, 2009). How fascinating! (A phrase
I borrowed from Michael Barber [2008] who used it for a different
situation.)

The reason for paying attention now to the United States is that
there appears to be a growing awareness in that country about the
need to really do something about its slipping performance. Another
fascination—when the first cracks were already in evidence, a
national commission report dramatically concluded in 1983, “if an
unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on America the
mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well
have viewed it as an act of war” (National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983). As things got worse, from there on in it seemed
the giant could notwaken itself. External forces in the formof at least
20 countries evidently and transparently outperforming the United
States in a globally interdependent world might be the wake up call
that works.The emphasis on the United States notwithstanding, this
book also draws on policies and strategies of other successful coun-
tries, includingCanada,Asia, andScandinavian jurisdictions.

This book tackles whole-system reform in a practical way
based on our experience and the evidence. I boil it down to a small
number of critical componentswhile advising that the “distractors”—
strategies thatwaste time and resources and clutter the problem—be
stripped away. I have written equally for politicians and profes-
sionals, whatever level they are at—local, intermediate, or system—
teachers, principals, community leaders, superintendents, board
members, state departmentofficials, state commissioners, governors,
premiers, presidents. All systems go must encompass all leaders. In
a companion book to this one (Fullan, 2010, and forthcoming), I
have captured the solution as a motion-leadership proposition.
Motion Leadership: The Skinny on Becoming Change Savvy addresses
what leaders do to get positivemovement forward byusing the small-
est number of powerful, high-leverage strategies that any leaderwith
effort can master. All Systems Go is the skinny on getting whole-
systemreform—anypoliticiancando thiswith focus andeffort.
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In Part I, I take an overview look at the system as a whole. In
Chapter 1, the basic idea of whole-system reform is addressed, includ-
ing what it looks like and why it is critical to the success of any
country, indeed the world. In Chapter 2, I show why most current
strategies are bound to fail. They look good from a distance; but upon
closer inspection, theyareagrosswaste of political, human, and fiscal
resources.Theybadly fail thecollective-capacity test.

The three chapters in Part II take up the details of whole-
system reform at the school, district, and state levels—what it
really looks like and ideas for getting there. It is in these chapters
that I make the critical distinction between collective capacity
(which is exponentially powerful) and individual capacity (which is
necessary but not sufficient).

In Part III, Chapter 6, I focus on themost difficult and decidedly
essential part of the solution—how politicians and professionals
must unite, maintaining their respective roles and responsibilities
for their own good and for the good of society as a whole. If we can
get this right, we will enter a new era in which whole-system
reformwill become a continuous reality.

Wenowknowenoughtomakeall systemsgo. Itwill bedifficultbut
is definitely doable. If there is one domain in society where everyone
wins, it is by increasing the educational attainment of all students. It is
time to raise the bar and reduce the gap for all citizens.We have never
come as close to knowing how to do this as we are now. It is complex
workbut,asweshall see,not the leastbitmysterious.

xvi ALL SYSTEMSGO
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When it comes to thinking about and doing whole-system
reform, I have three heroes whom I will introduce chrono-

logically, according to the time I encountered them. I first worked
with Sir Michael Barber in 1997, his first year as chief architect of
Tony Blair’s nationwide literacy and numeracy strategy (LNS) in
England. We bid on and won the contract to evaluate LNS, which
we did from 1998 to 2002. Sir Michael has been a close friend and
colleague ever since, as he helped us in the Ontario reform, and in
his current work as global-education-system transformer. No one
knows about system reform in as many countries around the
world as Michael. His book, Instruction to Deliver (2008), is one of
the finest and most engaging accounts concerning inside the gov-
ernment politics and action.

Ben Levin came along shortly after as a member of our educa-
tion team on LNS, but it was when we intercepted him on his way
to the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (OISE)/University
of Toronto in 2004 that I really got to knowhimas DeputyMinister
appointed to lead the civil service in our new Ontario reform (a job
that he took a second time in 2009, when we needed him). No one
moves in and out from government to academia with such con-
summate ease as Ben (except that his blood pressure goes up and
down—guess which job is more taxing). Ben’s book,How to Change
5000 Schools (2008) is also a gem.

The third wise man from whom I have learned a great deal is
Premier DaltonMcGuinty. In 2002,whenhewas leader of the oppo-
sition in Ontariowith an eye to the 2003 election, he visited England
to see what he could learn from their education-reform strategy. He
knew that Tony Blair had made “education, education, education”
his mantra and he wanted to do him one better. Michael Barber and
his colleagues advisedMcGuinty to come and seeme;my officewas a
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few blocks from his back in Toronto, although we had never met.
We got together along with his chief adviser, Gerald Butts, and I
gave them a copy of my book, The New Meaning of Educational
Change (now in its 4th edition, 2007). Three days later, they called
me and said, “This is the agenda we want.” Dalton and his crew,
with my help, created Ontario’s reform strategy. When he got
elected in October, 2003, he appointed me as his special adviser in
education. We then proceeded to formulate and implement a
whole-system-reform strategy that we have been pursuing ever
since, including building on a renewed mandate from the public
via a large majority second term in 2007. No one combines poli-
tics, heart, and change savvy like Dalton. He too would write a
great book if he had the time. No one knows how to make whole
systems go like Premier McGuinty. Beyond the Premier, Ministers
of Education Gerard Kennedy and Kathleen Wynne have been
fabulous forces for rapport with teachers, parents, and communi-
ties. Rarely does one get to work with politicians who have both
themoral commitment and the strategic know how to enact wide-
spread successful reform.

Thus, I have learned and continue to learn so much from these
leaders of system reform. Quite literally, this book could not have
beenwrittenwithout theirwise and sustained “thinkinganddoing.”

The next set of heroes consists of the scores of teachers, prin-
cipals, superintendents, state officials, and other officials whom I
have worked with, especially since 1997 when the whole-system-
reform agenda started in earnest. When I began my career as a
know-nothing assistant professor in 1968, I brought theory to the
table. Broadly, it helped me to at least fix on implementation and
the meaning of educational change. Growingly, and in the past
10 years exponentially, the tables have been reversed. Nowadays, I
learn from practice. Practice to theory improves theory because it
operationalizes it in specific causal terms. With this tight nexus
between practice and theory, you can be more precise and clear
using fewer words to capture complex phenomena, something I
call “motion leadership: the skinny on becoming change savvy”
(Fullan, 2010).

My sincere thanks to Peter Senge for doing the foreword. If
anyone has been the voice for system thinking and system reform
for the past quarter of a century it has been Peter. It is an honor to
have him associatedwith this book.
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C H A P T E R O N E

The Idea and
Importance of
Whole-System
Reform

In this chapter, I sketch the idea of what whole-system reform
looks like and then take up the question of why it is so vital to the

future of societies. More detail comes in later chapters. All systems
go means that every vital part of the whole system—school, com-
munity, district, and government contributes individually and in
concert to forwardmovement and success.When it works, and I am
talking practically, amazing things get accomplishedwith less effort;
or more accurately, wasted effort gives way to energizing action.
Above all, this book is focused onwhat realistically can be done.

There is nothing in the proposed solutions that we and others
have not already done in practice. It is true that politicians tend to
go for superficial bullets. The actual solutions, however, are not
that much more complicated, but they do require relentless focus
on a small number of key interrelated policies and strategies. My
purpose in All Systems Go is to capture the set of interrelated
strategies that work.

There are some “big ideas” in this book and I should highlight
them in advance (see Exhibit 1.1).

3
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4 THE SYSTEM

Of course, many say that all children can learn, failure is not
an option (except that evidently it is), and so on. The big idea in
this book is that they really can learn, and all systems go proves
that it can be done. All children (95%), except the severely dis-
abled, can learn to a high level of critical reasoning and problem
solving. And those who are seriously disadvantaged (physically or
mentally) can lead effective lives through inclusionary develop-
mentally based programs typical of all-systems-go reforms.

Second, every successful organization pursues a small number
of core priorities (that have leverage power) and does them exceed-
ingly well. We include literacy and numeracy—not the narrow
testing of No Child Left Behind, but also higher-order thinking, rea-
soning and problem-solving skills—and we link them to whole-
child development, emotional well-being, music, dance, and the
arts. And we pursue high-quality literacy and numeracy into high
schools and related higher education and career choices.

Third, we are beginning to appreciate that successful schools,
districts, and larger systems have “resolute leadership” that stays
with the focus, especially during rough periods, and these leaders
cause others around them to be resolute. It is so easy to go off mes-
sage, and if you do, you lose whole-system-reform possibilities. This
is hard, persistent work but it is not overly complex. Resolute leader-
ship is critical near the beginning when new ideas encounter seri-
ous difficulty, but it is also required to sustain and build on success.

Fourth, another big idea that is not new but is very much
underappreciated is that collective capacity is the hidden resource we
fail to understand and cultivate. As Morten Hansen (2009) says,
collaboration is not an end in itself. The question is what is the

Big Ideas forWhole-System ReformExhibit 1.1

1. All children can learn

2. A small number of key priorities

3. Resolute leadership/stay onmessage

4. Collective capacity

5. Strategies with precision

6. Intelligent accountability

7. All means all
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difference between good and bad collaboration, and when are cer-
tain kinds of collaboration worse than no collaboration. Hansen
calls for “disciplined collaboration,” which my term covers in the
use of the word capacity.We will return to Hansen in Chapter 2. In
themeantime, you cannot get whole-system reformwithout count-
ing on collective (as distinct from individual) capacity, and this book
is full of concrete examples of this in action. Incidentally, as I will
explain later, we have discovered the intriguing phenomenon of
“collaborative competition” whereby you simultaneously benefit
fromboth collaboration and competition (Boyle, 2009).

Strategies with precision is another core idea of All Systems Go.
I will furnish numerous examples of specificity and precision in
particular strategies. When you have precision, as I will show, the
speed of quality change can be greatly accelerated. Incredible and
convincing transformations can be accomplished in schools in
one short year through precision strategies.

Sixth, the failure to get accountability right plagues all reform
efforts. All systems go has figured it out through the concept of
intelligent accountability. Andy Hargreaves unlocked this door
when he observed that “accountability is the remainder that is left
when . . . responsibility has been subtracted” (Hargreaves &
Shirley, 2009, p. 102). Intelligent accountability involves a set of
policies and practices that actually increases individual, and espe-
cially collective, capacity to the transparent point that shared
responsibility carries most of the freight of effective accountabil-
ity; that makes internal and external accountability almost seam-
less; and that leaves external accountability to do its remaining,
more-manageable task of necessary intervention.

Finally, all really does mean all. You can’t solve the problem of
whole-system reform through piecemeal efforts that try to get
parts of the system improving in order to show the way. System
reform does not, cannot work that way—a critique I take up in
Chapter 2.

THE IDEAOFWHOLE-SYSTEMREFORM

The School and the Community

Grade-2 teacher Irina Fedra just finished a shared reading
exercise with a small group that included two Somali boys and a
girl who had arrived at the school 6 months earlier not speaking a
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word of English. They can actually read, thought Irina. By next
year at the end of Grade 3, they will probably meet the province’s
high standard assessment in reading andwriting.

Of her 15 years of teaching, Irina has learnedmore about qual-
ity instruction in the past 3 years than in the previous 12 years
combined. Quality instruction requires getting a small number of
practices right. These practices involve knowing clearly and specifi-
cally what each student can or cannot do, followed by tailored
intervention that engages students in the particular learning in
question, and then doing the assessment-instruction-correction
process on a continuous basis. This is decidedly not drill and test. In
our work in literacy and numeracy in Ontario, the instruction
goals include higher-order reasoning, problem solving, and expres-
sion, with the associated practices becoming more and more
specific and precise.

In systems that go, strategies focus on and drill down to effec-
tive instructional practices so that all teachers, individually and
collectively, become better at what they are doing while they con-
tinue to seek even better methods. This is the domain of expertise
that John Hattie (2009) is getting at in his synthesis of over 800
meta-analyses of teaching practices related to student engage-
ment and achievement. High-impact strategies such as structured
feedback to students, reciprocal teaching (teaching students to
learn cognitive strategies to facilitate their own learning), and
observation and feedback on ones’ own teaching all had high
impact on student learning. Hattie tells us that the critical change
agents are

• Knowledge and skills
• Aplan of action
• Strategies to overcome setbacks
• Ahigh sense of confidence
• Monitoring progress
• A commitment to achieve
• Social and environment support
• Freedom, control, or choice

Irina is learning to become a professional exactly along the
lines that Hattie is talking about—engaging in specific, precise,
evidence-based, high-yield instructional practices. She is learning
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this because she is part of a comprehensive collective-capacity
enterprise. Within the school, she learns from other teachers, the
literacy coach, and the principal (and contributes to their learn-
ing). They have “data walls” for their use only, where she sees the
individual progress for each of her 20 students, and that of the
other 40 students in the other two Grade-2 classes. She meets
with the team, including the principal who participates as a
learner and leader in assessing samples of student work, in order
to identify corrective action.

Irina gets a chance to practice new instructional methods
with feedback from the literacy coach. She is a member of the
school-leadership team that participates in capacity-building ses-
sions with other schools in the district. The school has access to
instructional materials, short video clips demonstrating specific
instructional techniques, and cross visitations to other schools
farther down the track.

Irina is also part of a buddy-day strategy in her school that the
district and her principal introduced. Although it started on a small
scale, buddy days are now once a month. Every grade-level pri-
mary teacher (Grades 1–3) is buddied with a teacher at the junior
level (Grades 4–6). The two buddied teachers plan the buddy-day
monthly activities together. This allows the teachers to plan a two-
day activity. One day, the junior teacher would be supervising the
whole group; the next day the primary teacher would be oversee-
ing the group as they complete the activity. Older children have the
opportunity to explain and lead the activity with their younger
buddies. The buddy days focus on literacy and math. The activities
developed are kept in a binder for wider sharing and reference
about hands-on teaching with mixed age groupings. All activities
are assessed in terms of their impact on student engagement and
learning. The principal participates as a learner in all sessions, as
part of working with teachers in a collaborative way in order to
focus the school on high-yield strategies. The we-we commitment
that gets generated among the children and the teachers is enor-
mous. The sense of allegiance to one’s peers and to the school as a
whole that gets generated by these purposeful collaborations is pal-
pable. Collective pride and desire to do better is evident everywhere.

All of this works. Irina’s school has gone from 33% of its
students scoring high proficiency on the province’s annual assess-
ment of literacy to 82% in three years! As the principal and teachers
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experienced initial success (one could say as they began to know
what they were doing), they began to involve parents and the com-
munity. She is involved in the school’s multifaceted efforts that
include parent/family town hall sessions, street festivals, heritage
and English language classes, food nights, extensive use of the
school facilities including the library. Irina and her colleagues also
have a keen interest in participating in the province’s new “early-
learning initiative,” which includes health, nutrition, and other
care for preschoolers (nine months to three years of age), full-day
service for all four- and five-year-olds, and extended day for all
children preschool to eight-years-old.

Albert Quah is a student success teacher (SST) in a diversely
populated high school of 1,300 students. His job is to help kidswho
might be on the verge of failing or dropping out to reengage in their
education, and to connect to those who recently left to see if he can
get them back in school. He knows the literature that says that
often the difference between staying or going for many borderline
students is whether they have a meaningful relationship with one
or more caring adults. He also knows that it is not just a matter of
caring, but whether these students, many of them bright, have
something meaningful at school that interests them. Thus, Albert
must care, but he alsomust help tomake program innovations.

Albert and his colleagues have done the following things. The
province has a Grade-10 mandatory literacy test called the
Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test (OSSLT), which students
must pass to graduate from high school. He and the instruction-
ally oriented principal and leadership team lead the blitzing of
OSSLT preparation. The whole school is involved in after-school
programs for small groups of students who need help; within-
school small classes for certain groups, and the highly successful
PLANT (peer literacy and numeracy tutoring) initiative in which
Grade-11 and -12 students are trained to work with Grade-9 and
-10 students. The program is a huge success in which both tutors
and tutees learn (to the point where several of the tutors get so
turned on that they plan to become future teachers).

Albert and his colleagues also run “rescue and recovery”
courses for students who are letting certain courses sink. Students
must earn a certain number of credits in order to receive a high
school diploma. If they get behind in credits inGrades9and10,most
never catch up. Through analyzing the data on individual student
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profiles, the school discovered that as many as 25% of the students
were falling behind. Knowing which students in which subjects
were failing, Albert’s job as SST is to work specifically on helping
students do something about it. They use two innovations—“credit
rescue” and “credit recovery.” Credit rescue comes into play before
the student has actually failed the course. Working with the partic-
ular teachers, faltering students are identified partway through the
course and interventions are made that increase the student’s
chance of passing the course—activities such as help with personal
problems, tutoring, classroomassistance, e-learning, and so on.

Credit recovery takes place after a student has failed a course.
The credit recovery team, chaired by one of themost respected sci-
ence teachers, approves each case. In many cases, students who
failed did well on 40% or so of the material. Once a student is
approved, a course is designed that has the student working on
only those course requirements in which he or she has been
unsuccessful. The course is designed specifically for the individual
student and must meet the rigor of all other courses. The evalua-
tion process includes course work and a culminating activity.

Albert and his student-success coordinator at the district
office have taken the credit accumulation question one step fur-
ther. Why wait until a student is in need of rescue or recovery?
Instead, they have begun to identify those students, by name,
coming from their feeder schools into Grade 9, who might be at
risk. They know these names in August, before the school year has
begun, and they provide targeted support related to both personal
and schooling issues where needed. They don’t even have a name
for this initiative (credit anticipation?). They know what all suc-
cessful systems know—intervene early and as often as necessary.

Another more radical and highly successful program innova-
tion is called the high skills major (HSM). New specialties are cre-
ated for students who find the abstract academic program not to
their liking. They have little interest in and are not good at abstract
thinking just for the sake of it. Normally, such students get increas-
ingly alienated, drop out, or get streamed to dead-end technical
courses. HSM is not just for nonacademic students; many “acade-
mic students” are also in the program. This is what sets HSM apart
from traditional (and dead-end) vocational programs.The idea is to
combine intellectual and practical work in various ways for all
students. (As an aside, many so-called academic courses are not all
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that theoretical or intellectual anyway; good theory must be
grounded in practice, and vice-versa).

The HSM programs allows schools and districts to work with
employers and community groups to create packages of courses
leading to employment and further learning. Albert knows that
HSMs have been created in other schools in areas such as mining,
tourism, agriculture, and manufacturing, which include links to
colleges for further postsecondary learning and credentials.
Albert, given the interests of some of his students, proposes and
gets approval to offer an HSM in transportation. One of the girls,
alienated from most of her courses, becomes interested. It turns
out that she and her father race cars on the weekend, and she
knows a great deal about engines. Early in the course, she asks her
teacher if it would be okay if her father brought their racecar to
school. Two weeks later, a flatbed truck pulls into the parking lot
with a gleaming racecar that looks like it has been plucked from
the Formula 1 Grand Prix circuit. That girl is now reengaged! And
doingwell in her other courses to boot.

Albert is reminded of a book he just read, Shop Class as Soul
Craft (Crawford, 2009). The author shows that hands-on techni-
cal work is every bit as cognitive as any academic endeavor.
Crawford has a PhD in philosophy, and a love for motorcycles,
especially fixing them.Themotorcycles win out as a career choice.
Albert has some of Crawford’s observations on his office wall—“I
often find manual work more engaging intellectually”; “Creativity
is a by-product of the mastery of the sort that is cultivated
through long practice”; and “The truth does not reveal itself to
idle spectators.” Had Albert read more widely, he would have
found kindred spirits in HenryMintzberg (2004), who argues that
abstract thinking is not even good thinking, andmakes you a dan-
gerous doer; or how about the Hopper brothers (2009), who lay
the blame for the deterioration of business and industry on the
shift from applied to abstract management starting around
1970—almost the same period, as we saw earlier, wherein
America commenced its educational decline. The right kind of
doing is grounded intellectualism and that is the business that
Albert and his colleagues are in.

HSM is one of those elegant innovations that does not require
major structural change and does not cost very much, as it draws
on the collective resources of partners that already exist. The
program began only in 2006/2007 with 600 students. Now in its
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fourth year, more than 20,000 students are enrolled in 740 HSM
programs in 430 schools involving 70 of the 72 school districts in
Ontario. These programs are connected to 16 industrial sectors.
This is truly an example of spontaneous collective-capacity devel-
opment that hardly cost the system anything.

Back to Albert. In addition to the HSM program at his school
that serves students in Grades 11 and 12, Albert is monitoring the
progress of Grade-9 and -10 students, especially with respect to
literacy. The targeted efforts are getting results. The percentage of
students passing the OSSLT—the province’s mandatory literacy
assessment—has gone from 65 to 81. The high school graduation
rate has also moved upward, beating the provincial average that is
itself climbing.

Like Irina, Albert’s work is successful because it is nested in
school, district, and state strategies that are interrelated for this
purpose. There are 972 student success teachers in the province
(one per school and a coordinating SST for each district). Paid for
by the state but employed by the district, SSTs focus on direct
student advocacy and mentoring and school-wide staff develop-
ment. The SSTs communicate with staff and parents and work
with subject-specific teachers in meeting the needs of students
who are struggling.

The SSTs work in their schools and districts, and they also
learn from each other. The SST coordinator at the district level
selects, trains, and networks the 14 SSTs (there are 14 high schools
in Albert’s district). The coordinators also arrange for cross-site vis-
its to other districts in their region. And the head of the program at
the state level’s Ministry of Education conducts regional and once-
a-year provincewide sessions of SSTs to exchange ideas and
address issues aswell as keeps in touch throughout the year.

It seems to be working in that the high school graduation rate
in the province has steadily increased from 68% to 77% in its 900
schools over the past four years. Albert knows that 14,000 more
students are graduating from high school each year in the
province compared to four years ago, and that he is contributing
to that number. And Albert knows that most of the better, more-
focused innovations have not yet had a chance to have their full
impact. This interrelated set of high school innovations has plenty
of yield left in it. Albert is pretty confident that the initial provin-
cial target of 85% high school graduation will be met within the
next three years.
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In brief, Irina and Albert are great teachers and change
agents. But what makes them most effective is that they are not
alone—connection, coherence, and collective-capacity building
characterize the entire system from classroom to school to district
to state.

District Level

Irina’s and Albert’s schools are successful because they are
nested in a district that is running on a focused, coherent all-
systems-go mode (see Chapter 3 for a fuller characterization).
District leadership has its act together. No silos of standards, cur-
riculum and instruction, personnel, finance, and so on. No we-
they mentality between the districts and the schools or across
schools but rather vibrant two-way and multiway partnerships
zeroing in on instruction and results. In Chapter 2, we will see
specific examples of named districts operating in this mode in
Canada, England, and the United States.

Irina andAlbert’s districts use one of themost powerful strate-
gies we know of in order to get whole-district reform, namely lat-
eral capacity building. Schools are in small clusters with a
coordinating supervisor. They learn from each other in an ongo-
ing, purposeful way. Beyond the clusters, schools learn from other
schools in the district. They celebrate results and identify what’s
working or not. They develop a fierce sense of pride and “collabo-
rative competition” (see Boyle, 2009, and Fullan, 2010) in what
they learn from each other as they try to outdo one another—for
the challenge of it, for the good of the higher moral purpose (raise
the bar and close the gap for all).

In the partnership, the district presses forward; it is responsive
to schools; it fosters transparency of results and of practice; it pro-
vides good and timely data on how schools are faring; it intervenes
in a nonpunitive manner in schools that are struggling. Irina and
Albert’s district also integrate individual and collective capacity.
With respect to the former, personnel policies and practices are
aligned with the instructional focus in the hiring and develop-
ment of teachers, selection and cultivation of leaders (literacy and
numeracy coaches, student-success teachers—part of the high
school strategy), potential future school leaders, beginning and
continuing assistant principals, and principals.
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Their district, or rather the whole set of schools in the district,
also enjoys success (not all smooth or linear) as literacy and
numeracy increases across the board, Grade-9 math and literacy
get better, and high school graduation dramatically rises.

State Level

The district too is nested in a larger system of districts that
make up the public school system of Ontario. There are 13million
people in Ontario, 2 million students, 4,000 elementary and 900
secondary schools in 72 districts (see Chapter 4).

The same phenomenon of collective-capacity development
that occurs within Irina’s and Albert’s schools, and within their
districts’ schools, is at work in the public school system as awhole.
The change principles are identical, albeit at amore complex level.

First, the government had to get its act together, especially
in relation to its ministry of education (state department). They
did three things: (1) focused on a small number of ambitious
instructional goals; (2) created an instructional capacity capa-
bility (which they did not initially have) to help lead the field in
partnership—this involved a 100-person Literacy and Numeracy
Secretariat, and a smaller student success (SS) group to work
with high schools (the Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat and
the SS group are now integrated); (3) worked on changing the
culture of the ministry so that it had greater internal coherence
and a commitment to work in a two-way partnership with the
4,900 schools and the 72 districts.

Some districts were ahead of the government when the new
strategies began in 2003 (making for a great resource for others),
but manywere not being successful. The strategy in question is an
all-systems-go proposition, and thus the goal is to engage the whole
system in a coherent focused effort.

There is no getting around it. For the entire system to be on the
move, you need relentless, resolute leadership from the top—
leadership that focuses on the right things and that above all pro-
motes collective capacity and ownership. The top needs to do a
small number of critical things well: establish high expectations
and ambitious but achievable targets, for example, in literacy,
numeracy, and high school graduation rates—targets that are nego-
tiablewithin the subunits of districts and schools; forma partnership
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with the field (the education sector); increase its capacity to con-
tribute to the partnership; invest in capacity building by helping to
identify and spread good practice; intervene in a nonpunitive man-
ner in situations that need improvement; engage in constant,
transparent communication about results and next steps; and but-
tress the central-focused strategies with mid- to long-term rein-
forcements such as early learning for preschool children; teacher
recruitment and development; and school and district leadership
cultivation, support, and development. And the top needs to attend
carefully to all core relationships—the public, parents, teacher
unions, and senior elements of the education sector itself.

Some examples: Ontario has a turnaround schools strategy
called OFIP (Ontario Focused Intervention Partnership) that
addresses those schools and districts that are low performing or
coasting (average but flat-lined in performance). It is an expansive
program involving some 1,000 of the 4,000 elementary schools
in total. Nonpunitive but explicit in nature, OFIP provides direct
capacity-building experiences relative to literacy and numeracy
using a precise “critical learning pathways” model suited to the
school. In most cases, positive results occur within twomonths, to
be built on by the district and the Literacy and Numeracy
Secretariat together. OFIP schools gain on the average 10% more
in student achievement than do other schools (see Chapter 4).

Another example is the “Schools on theMove” strategy inwhich
some 150 schools have been identified on the basis of having
achieved significant improvement for three straight years on at least
four of the six main measures (Grade-3 reading, writing, and math,
and Grade-6 reading, writing, and math). These schools are profiled
publiclywith respect to their demographics, achievement scores, and
strategies used.They are givenmoney so that other schools can learn
from them, not as in “why can’t you be more like your brother,” but
rather in the spirit that this is hard work, some are making more
progress thanothers,what canwe learn from them?

There are other similar strategies making the system go
through mechanisms of learning from each other and firm but
nonpunitive accountability. All in all, you have just seen a snapshot
of what whole-system reform looks like. It is based on a true story,
in this case in Ontario. Not that the province has arrived, but every-
thing I described above exists (except for the names of Irina Fedra
and Albert Quah). Ubiquitous increases in instructional capacity
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are required—in every classroom, every school, and every district.
Yes, individual capacity is part of the development, but at the end
of the day only collective capacity counts, if you want whole-system
reform. The pressure and support of two-way partnerships across
and within each of the three levels of schools and communities,
districts, and states are required. Coordination, focus, easy access
to best ideas, the press of collaborative competition and ultimately
win-win outcomes are the drivers. There is simply and flatly no
other way to get whole-system reform. We are not talking about a
few good schools here and there. All 4,900 schools are engaged in
the reform.

THE IMPORTANCEOF
WHOLE-SYSTEMREFORM

TheBig Picture

Of course, an increase in the average level of educational
achievement in a society is important, but light years better is
whether the gap between high and low achievers decreases as the
overall average rises. Closing the gap has profound multiple bene-
fits for both individuals and for society as a whole. Large gaps spell
doom.The facts are impressive and scary.

Andreas Schleicher (2009a) is the head of the Indicators and
Analysis division of OECD. He runs PISA. In the 1960s, the United
States was number one in the world in terms of the percentage of
adults with high school qualifications (87%); by the 1990s, they
were 13th. In 1995, the United States was number one in post-
secondary graduation rates and they spent the most money per
student. By 2005, they still spent the most money per student,
but by that time they were surpassed by Australia and 12 other
countries.

The PISA assessments themselves are based on large samples
of 15-year-olds who are tested in literacy, math, and science not
on a narrow base of knowledge but rather “looking ahead to how
well they can extrapolate from what they have learned and apply
their knowledge and skills in novel settings” (Schleicher, 2009a).
For example, in science, PISA measures knowledge (knowledge of
and about science), and science competencies (ability to identify,
explain, and use scientific evidence).
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The more telling result is whether a country is able to get both
high average test scores (in science, math, and literacy) and have
low income-based inequality (what PISA calls “social equity”
[Schleicher, 2009a; 2009b], relative to other countries. To use the
United States as reference point, there are 18 countries that have
surpassed them in literacy, math, and science over the last 30 years
(Finland, Canada, Sweden, Australia, SouthKorea, etc., etc.).
In further analysis of the economic impact of the achievement

gap, Michael Barber and his colleagues at McKinsey (McKinsey &
Co., 2009) conclude that “these education gaps impose on the
United States the economic equivalent of a permanent national
recession” (p. 5, emphasis in original). McKinsey & Co. calculates
that, had the United States closed the education achievement gap
to levels comparable to Finland and Korea, the impact on GDP
would be 1.3 to 2.3 trillion higher (a 9%–16% increase); if the gap
between black and Latino student performance and white student
performance was similarly narrowed, the GDP would have been
310 to 525 billion higher; if the gap between low-income and
high-income students were narrowed, the contribution to the GDP
would be 400 to 670 billion higher. And so on.
The Alliance for Excellent Education (2008) draws a similar

conclusion in their report “Dropouts, Diplomas, and Dollars.”
As the Alliance reports, for every 100 ninth-grade students,
only 40 enroll in college, only 27 are still enrolled in their sopho-
more year, and only 18 graduate from college or university. The
figures are worse for Hispanics and Blacks. The costs to individu-
als and society are enormous. The dropouts themselves suffer
the most direct impact. Society also suffers. If the students who
dropped out in 2008 had actually graduated, the nation would
have benefited from an additional $319 billion in income over
their lifetimes, not to mention savings in health costs, prisons,
and the like (p. 2).

The Even Bigger Picture

We have already seen that the United States spends much
more per pupil on education than any other country, and they
have one of the most unequal distributions of education attain-
ment, with large gaps between high and low performers, and
countries with lower gaps have better literacy, science, and math
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scores. Let’s cut quickly to the biggest picture. Richard Wilkinson
and Kate Pickett (2009)—just considering the richest countries in
the world (i.e., the OECD group)—document in compelling detail
“why more equal societies almost always do better.” We can just
take one of over a dozen similar graphs presented by Wilkinson
and Pickett. Exhibit 1.2 displays the relationship between income
inequality and an index of health and social problems.

Health and Social Problems Are Closely Related to
Inequality Among Rich Countries

Exhibit 1.2
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Income inequality (remember the comparison involves only
the richest countries in the world) is associated with lower levels
of trust, more mental illness, lower life expectancy, obesity,
children’s educational performance, teenage births, homicides,
imprisonment rates, and so on. It is true that the rich are better off
than the poor in all societies, but by comparison across societies,
whether rich or poor, you do worse in an unequal society.
Wilkinson and Pickett show this to be the case for diabetes, hyper-
tension, cancer, and lung and heart disease (p. 192). As one fur-
ther illustration, the death rates in the lowest classes in Sweden
(the more equal society) are lower than the death rates in the
highest class in England andWales (the less equal society).
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Let’s leave aside the moral argument that higher percentages
of poor people in an unequal rich society live lives of misery and
die earlier, and let’s just consider the societal costs. Unequal rich
societies face greater costs on just about every dimension that
counts: health, delinquency, incarceration, death, violence, social
cohesion, civic engagement (including voting), and of course eco-
nomic losses in the billions. All of this is compounded in light of
the fact that many other countries are on the move to greater
equality and prosperity in a globally competitive world.

CONCLUSION

We saw a glimpse of whole-system reform in the first half of this
chapter. It involves all schools in the system getting better, includ-
ing reducing the gap between high and low performers. Whole-
system reform produces higher levels of education performance
on important cognitive and social learning goals, and it does so
while reducing the gap toward a more equal public education sys-
tem. I did not feature the United States in whole-system reform
examples in this chapter because there are no examples of whole
states achieving this level of coherence and focus. (There are iso-
lated districts that have accomplished systemwide reform—these
are taken up in Chapter 3—and Darling-Hammond [2010] has
found that some states have been on the right track for short peri-
ods of time.)

We also saw why whole-system reformmatters so much, both
in direct terms and in almost all aspects of societal functioning. Of
course, there is a tricky chicken-and-egg relationship between
unequal income distribution and unequal education attainment
in a society. Later on, I will acknowledge the need for non-school
policies and strategies to address inequality, but this book is pri-
marily about what the education sector can contribute to reduc-
ing inequality. The answer is that a great deal can be done, and we
know how to do it. In fact, it is possible with focused effort that
effective schools and systems can virtually eliminate the role of
socioeconomic status (SES) in determining educational attain-
ment. The correlation between SES and education success can at
least be greatly reduced if not eliminated altogether. But first, we
need to address what not to do—mainly because it wastes valu-
able resources while the clock continues to tick downward.
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C H A P T E R T W O

Deceptive
Inadequacies

There are three critical clarifications to make before we launch
into this and subsequent chapters: (1) the nature of the core

skills required, (2) a conceptualization of the term resources, and
(3) the components of successful whole-school reform.

First, the emphasis needs to be on higher order skills for every-
one in the system. People sometimesmake themistake of thinking
that reading the words on the page is literacy or that being able to
add and subtract is numeracy. And others rightly criticize the folly
of just focusing on narrow testing (Rothstein, Jacobsen, and
Wilder, 2008). Rather than throwing out literacy and numeracy,
it is better to recast them (as we have done) into their more funda-
mental and lateral-leverage role in fostering whole-child develop-
ment. The whole-system reform goals that we are considering in
this book are more than the basics. They also evolve easily into the
21st-century skills, and have the virtue of forcing greater speci-
ficity relative to 21st-century–skills assessment and correspond-
ing instruction.

TheOntario assessment system, for example, focuses on reading,
writing, and mathematics. It considers reasoning, problem solving,
critical analysis, and so forth. OECD’s PISA assessments do not just
focus onwhat students have learned but also on “howwell they can
extrapolate what they have learned and apply their knowledge and
skills in novel settings.” (Schleicher, 2009a, p. 2). OECD is moving
towards assessing collaborative problem solving and digital literacy,
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including electronic delivery for all assessment domains. If you just
take basic reading, Ontario has an achievement rate of over 90%. If
you add the more demanding higher-order skills, only about 2/3 of
the students are operating at this level.

In the same vein, CISCO, Intel, andMicrosoft have teamed up to
fund a development initiative on “Assessing and Teaching 21st
Century Skills” (Cisco, Intel, & Microsoft, 2009) in which they have
contracted top academics to develop “assessments and instructional
practices” with respect to eight 21st-century skills (creativity, prob-
lem solving, critical thinking, collaboration, and so on).They rightly
say that (1) these skills are critical, (2) good assessments of them do
not exist, and (3) the corresponding instructional practices to teach
themhavenot been developed (see alsoTrilling and Fadel, 2009).

My point is that when we advocate a small number of ambi-
tious instructional priorities we include this movement towards
the deeper skills and their application to functioning in dynamic
societies of the future.

Second, I need to say a word about resources (let’s call it
money plus). Our solution to whole-system reform will require a
more sophisticated (but never overly complex) conception of
resources. Grubb (2009) offers the most useful set of definitions
(he talks about four kinds of resources, but we need only the first
three). He helps us by saying that there are simple, compound, and
complex resources.

Simple resources pertain to single-factor investments. For
example, a new policy calls for reduction in class size. Compound
resources involve two factors, such as reduced class size plus
professional development directed at teaching differently in the
smaller classes. Complex resources refer to a combination of factors
(three or more) that go together, such as reduced class size, profes-
sional learning, and the instructional leadership of a focused,
collaborative principal.

These distinctions are crucial (rememberwe only get as complex
as is practically necessary). Reducing class size requires very high
expenditure; but if not linked with professional development, the
impact is almost nil (see Whelan, 2009). When it comes to money,
you can buy class size reduction, but you can’t fully buy quality pro-
fessional development or instructional leadership. For these complex
resources, somemoney is required, but it is a resource that you liter-
ally cannot buy.You have to develop it on the ground.Whole-system
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reform is about focusingon fosteringanduse of complex resources. It
is complex, but aswe shall see, it is not amystery.

Third, the main elements of successful whole-system reform
coming from our experience and other evidence are contained in
Exhibit 2.1. We use them in this chapter to show how current
approaches to reform stack up against the criteria. Subsequent
chapters flesh out the details of all systems go in action.
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Elements of Successful ReformExhibit 2.1

1. A small number of ambitious goals

2. A guiding coalition at the top

3. High standards and expectations

4. Collective capacity building with a focus on instruction

5. Individual capacity building linked to instruction

6. Mobilizing the data as a strategy for improvement

7. Intervention in a nonpunitive manner

8. Being vigilant about “distractors”

9. Being transparent, relentless, and increasingly challenging

The details will come later, but the gist of this strategy is to
mobilize and engage large numbers of people who are individually
and collectively committed and effective at getting results relative
to core outcomes that society values. It works because it is
focused, relentless (stay the course), operates as a partnership
between and across layers, and above all uses the collective energy
of the whole group. There is no way of achieving whole-system
reform if the vastmajority of people are not working on it together.

Let’s see how current and typical reform strategies measure
up against this constellation of criteria for success.

Deceptive Inadequacies

It is not as if policymakers have not focused on systemwide
reform. Ever since A Nation At Risk in 1983, reform wave after
reform wave has been introduced culminating in recent times in
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the 2002 No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act. Funding has quadru-
pled (even after adjusting for inflation). Adjusted to 2007, the
spending growth from 1960 to 2005 rose from $2,606 per pupil
to $9,910 (Hanushek & Lindseth, 2009, p. 45). In other words,
school districts have four times the purchasing power today than
they did 40 years ago. To take another number, from 1980 when
decline began to be recognized and the call for system reform
came loud and clear, the increase has been just under 70% in real
dollars (from$5,900 to over $9,000).

So as to not take unfair examples, let’s consider the highly
touted (at the time of its passage) bipartisan No Child Left Behind
Act. Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) report that endless policy,
media stories, and public announcements begin and end with the
words, “we must ensure that our children have the skills neces-
sary to compete in the twenty-first century” (p. 10). What could
bemorewhole system than that?

Like son, like father. President George H. W. Bush convened a
meeting with the country’s state governors in September, 1989.
This summit meeting led to the adoption of six national education
goals (later expanded to eight). Here are two: All childrenwill start
school ready to learn; United States students will be first in the
world in mathematics and science achievement. They gave them-
selves until the year 2000 to accomplish this. No one seems to
have noticed that 2000 came and went—except that it was time
for another ambitious reform.

President George W. Bush, the son, launched the massive No
Child Left Behind Act in 2001 (passed by Congress in 2002) that
promised to have all groups of students in the country (Black,
Latino, Asian, White, etc.) score at the proficient level by 2014
(and that there would be a qualified teacher in every classroom).

The fact that over both periods (1989–2009) the United
States has steadily lost ground to other countries tells you that the
strategies are dramatically wanting. Here are the most obvious
problems:

• Pie-in-the-sky, unachievable goals;
• Toomany goals and corresponding tests;
• NCLB mandates that every state sets standards, assesses
them, and reports adequate yearly progress (AYP).The result
is a dog’s breakfast. A student in one state can score 70% on
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the state reading test, while a comparable student in another
state can score 50%; but in an objective third-party test,
their results are reversed;

• There is virtually nothing in NCLB on capacity building—
nomeans to get there;

• The timelines are too short, and they are punitive (increas-
ingly bad things happen to you if you don’t meet AYP); and

• As people jump through hoops, the whole thing has no
meaning—and no credibility.

In short, it is impossible to expect any collective commitment
and creativity to achieve the lofty goals vital to the future of the
nation. NCLB has been valuable to highlight what the agenda
should be, but it has not given advantage to the United States in
any way relative to closing the gap within the country or to keep-
ing pace on international comparators.

Thewaste of fiscal and human resources is appalling (recall that
the United States keeps spending more and more). Norton Grubb
(2009) givesus chapter andverse.Hegives10 types of examples:

1. Funds can be embezzled or spent to hire incompetent
friends and relatives.

2. Funds canbe spent on inputs thathavenoeffect—textbooks,
supplies, computers—as “single resources” that are not
well used.

3. Resources can be usedwithout changing practices, such as
often happens following one-day professional-development
workshops.

4. Funds can be spent on purely symbolic practices without
accompanying capacity building.

5. Resources can be spent onwell-intentioned-but-ineffective
practices—reform du jours,Grubb calls them.

6. Funds can be spent on potentially good practices that are
overturned when the principal or superintendent changes
and comes inwith his or her favorites.

7. Spending resources are piecemeal, which fails to get
much-needed coherent change.
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8. Resources may be spent on changes that are necessary
but not sufficient, such as purchasing computers without
providing teacher training.

9. All too often, principals do not know how to best use the
resources they have.

10. Particularly in urban schools, a good deal of spending is
on what Grubb calls “second chance efforts” (not getting
something right in the first place), which represent
extremely difficult circumstances for turning around
cumulative disadvantages. (Grubb, 2009, pp. 29–31)

Grubb furnishes countless examples of wasted resources, con-
cludingwith these words:

For the most part . . . districts with higher expenditures per
student invest them in single resources, ignoring a greater
variety of effective practices. On the contrary, overall expendi-
tures per pupil have had few and inconsistent effects on other
resources, particularly those related to quality of instruction
and to measures of school climate. While simple resources—
such as additional teachers and increased salaries—can be
bought, communities of educators must work together to
constructmost other resources. (p. 87)

My point is that, not only do existing strategies permit massive
waste of resources on ineffective remedies, but they actually end
up (unwittingly) fostering these very practices. They actually
cause dysfunctional outcomes. As Grubb (2009) notes, NCLB has
increased the pressure on schools to increase student performance
quickly, and that pressure has driven many schools and districts
“to adopt off-the-shelf programs that are of doubtful value and
represent quick fixes in place of the longer-run process of enhanc-
ing teacher capacity and restructuring schools” (p. 249).

On the timeline with respect to our Exhibit 2.1 strategy, we
can get significant results in a state or province within two years,
and certainlywithin one election period. It can’t be done overnight,
but it can be done within one year, even in large schools. Precision
strategies focusing on collective capacity dramatically accel-
erates the pace and effectiveness of change. Reform doesn’t take
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a particularly long time to show positive results if the right
combination of strategies is employed.

NCLB, as we have seen, has spawned much criticism. Eric
Hanushek (an economist), and Alfred Lindseth (a lawyer) (2009)
have teamed up to give us an incisive analysis of the problems, but
come up with a defective solution. These authors corroborate
Grubb’s (2009) detailed analysis of the existing problem and huge
waste of resources—“the problem is that we are not getting much
return for ourmassive financial commitment” (p. 48).

Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) also treat us to a careful and
frightening analysis of the history of cases pertaining to court
intervention in school finance (only in America, you say). At the
general level, at least 40 states have been taken to court over fund-
ing (with a little less than half of the settlements favoring the
plaintiffs—i.e., cases where the state lost).

Courts understandably have not wanted to get into compound
let alone complex resource strategies that our model calls for (too
complicated for the court to monitor); so instead, they award
money that is to be used to obtain greater equity. The most egre-
gious award involved Kansas City, Missouri, School District
(KCMSD). Relying on his authority to “desegregate” the district,
Judge Russell Clark ordered over $2 billion in additional funds to
be made available over the next twelve years to the district of
37,000 students. The district’s annual budget ballooned from
$125 million to $432 million; per-pupil funding became three
times the amount of other districts in the state. Hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars were spent on state-of-the-art facilities, large
across-the-board salary raises for all employees, reduced class size,
thousands of computers, off-the-shelf programs for at-risk
students, before- and after-school programs, the addition of thou-
sands of new employees, and so on.

It won’t surprise you to know that all this made no difference
in student performance (Hanushek & Lindseth, 2009, p. 53). This
example is dramatic but is only different in degree, not kind. The
vast majority of court-awarded decisions to plaintiffs with corre-
sponding newmonies did not impact student learning because the
strategy was simple minded—spend more money on piecemeal
solutions.

Whether it is new money from NCLB, court orders, or what-
ever, you can’t buy reform with simple resources, no matter how
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large. So what’s the solution? Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) offer
their version—carefully considered, but in my view inadequate to
the task. It does not meet our Exhibit 2.1 criteria, and it will not in
its own right produce the outcomes it seeks to determine.

Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) call their solution “a perfor-
mance based funding system.” Their model contains five big inter-
related ideas:

1. Standards, assessment, and accountability;

2. Empower local decisionmaking;

3. Direct rewards and incentives;

4. Information, evaluation, and continuous improvement; and

5. Rational and equitable funding. (adapted fromHanushek &
Lindseth, 2009)

Although the model contains several elements that are com-
patible with Exhibit 2.1, the strategy as a whole will not and can-
not result in the all-systems-go solution we are seeking. Overall, it
would be a mammoth distractor, generating 10 years or more of
debate about whether or not it can or should be implemented, not
tomention the vagaries of implementation. It is too structural and
too complicated for most people to comprehend and/or have faith
in. I take up each of the five components briefly.

First, standards and assessment of challenging learning
goals is necessary, and, in fact, a key part of my solution. But
then, Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) begin to lose us. They say
that policy should begin with “an explicit statement of the
learning goals of schools—detailed by subject and grade” (p. 220).
This will take too long and be too onerous. Further, there is no
agreement on these goals. We don’t need yet another list of 100
or more learning goals. States need to highlight a small number
of deeply defined core goals (such as literacy, numeracy, and
high school graduation) that are in turn related to lateral goals
(such as music and the arts, well-being, more-relevant high
school programs).

Then, still part of the first component, Hanushek and
Lindseth rush accountability in a premature front-end role
instead of placing it in perspective as part and parcel of capacity
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building (see my discussion in Chapter 4 of intelligent account-
ability). The placement of accountability as front and center is
understandable given the concerns of politics and the public (and
the dismal performance of the system over the years), but it will
not get the intended results even with better data and incentives.
Hanushek and Lindseth call for “value-added” assessments
(focusing on the gains of students), which is not a bad idea in its
own right. But when they combine value-addedness with the
pressure of transparency, taking stronger action against failing
schools and districts and transfer options, they are back into the
arena of trying to motivate people with more sophisticated sticks
(I will talk about carrots later).

Second, they advocate empowering local decision making—
again, not a bad idea if it alleviates schools and districts from the
onerous bureaucratic piecemeal requirements, but their version
does little to address the low capacity of most of the almost
15,000 local school boards in the county to bring about district-
wide reform. Local decision makers and schools do not need to be
empowered, they need to be engaged. There is lots of evidence that
decentralizationwill not yield improvement.

Third, direct rewards and incentives, at best, get at partial
individual capacity but do not touch the much-needed collective
capacity that I will develop in later chapters. The authors advocate
performance-based pay for teachers on the grounds that “any
serious attempt to improve achievement has to start by placing
and keeping better teachers in the classroom” (p. 236). I agree
with their intention, but the way to do that is not through reward-
ing the so-called best, but rather by improving the “working con-
ditions” of teachers (which includes compensation), another idea
I will develop later (see the discussion of performance pay and
better alternatives in Chapter 5). My position does not rule out
extra resources, pay, and so on for principals and teachers to work
in the most difficult circumstances, changing the pay structure to
give beginning teachers higher salaries, providing different routes
to certification, paying teachers according to demonstrated addi-
tional expertise objectively assessed, or changing contracts in
order to address incompetence or rigid seniority clauses. But at
the end of the day, better working conditions that affect all
teachers are essential for whole-system, not just part-system,
improvement.
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Fourth, information, evaluation, and continuous improve-
ment intended “to improve methods of collecting, linking and
analyzing data” is an essential part of any strong system as long
as it is put to good use. But good data in the service of ineffective
strategies becomes bad practice.

The final component of the model is “rational and equitable
funding.” Again, necessary and valuable in terms of their proposal,
but we have seen through Grubb (2009) that money matters only
if it is used in combination with compound, collective strategies of
the kind in Exhibit 2.1. In short, Hanushek and Lindseth’s (2009)
solution will send us down yet another path of wasted resources
and lost opportunity.

The final consideration of inadequate approaches concerns the
aspirations and strategies set out by President Obama and the secre-
tary of education, Arne Duncan. It is a bit unfair to take up the cri-
tique in earnest because (1) it is still an early work in progress, and
(2) it is extremely difficult for them to change systems fromadistance
when education is the authority of states, and they control only 10%
of the budget. Nonetheless, it gives us a timely opportunity to con-
sider the next phase of reform in order to provide early feedback so
that the strategy canbe recast to getwhole-systemreform.

We have the usual “we are going to be number one again” and
“the countries that out-teach us today will out-compete us tomor-
row.” While accepting the Democratic nomination in August,
2008, Obama said, “I’ll invest in early childhood. I’ll recruit an
army of new teachers and pay them higher salaries, and give
them more respect. And in exchange, I’ll ask for higher standards
and more accountability” (Education Week, 2009)—not a bad
approach if you can get the chemistry right—and all systems go is
precisely about getting the chemistry right.

Obama and Duncan’s first cut at the actual policy is not going
to be sufficient. Arne Duncan (2009) has been presenting to vari-
ous groups—national governors, national teacher unions—what
he calls his four-pillar plan. In particular he calls for

1. A robust data system that tracks student achievement and
teacher effectiveness;

2. Improving teacher and principal quality through recruit-
ment, training, and rewarding excellence;
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3. Turning around the 5,000 worst-performing schools in
the country (out of the total 100,000), including taking
the ceiling off the number of charter schools, presumably
so they could help tackle this problem; and

4. The development of higher standards and assessments
in which every state and states together would set inter-
nationally benchmarked standards and assessments.

There is also the massive investment of stimulus funds
through the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act (ARRA),
with big money—$100 billion for K–12 education—within
which, for example, there is money for “Race to the Top” innova-
tive proposals ($4.35 billion to states and $635 billion for district
innovation). We have already seen that big money by itself is a
waste—predictably squandered.

The stimulus money, in the absence of an appropriate whole-
system reform conception, will fail. Merely filling out the Race to
the Top (R2T) application will take each state 642 hours to work
through the 35 pages of draft guidelines (McNeil, 2009). There is
already evidence that states will find ways to use stimulus money
to alleviate budget cuts in other areas, and even if the money is
spent on intended strategies, these strategies themselves (the four
pillars) are incomplete, partial remedies. On top of all this, the
stimulus money is “one time only,” not built into base budgets.
You can spend a hell of a lot of money in a short time if it is
only for buying ad hoc solutions. I repeat, these are early days
and revisions are being made as I write these paragraphs—see
below for one significant revision to the R2T application guideline
requirements.

Let’s take the pillars one by one: A robust data system is neces-
sary, especially linked with higher standards and assessments (pil-
lars one and four). If done according to plan, the sheer number of
goals and standards would be reduced, they would be stronger
(higher-order goals and standards), and they would be uniform
across the country (no more set your own standards no matter
how low). These two pillars are essential, but only if they come with
capacity-building strategies. So far, the latter is missing, but again
see below.
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Pillar two, improving teacher and principal quality, is cer-
tainly the required centerpiece of any system reform. Every top-
performing system in the world is characterized by high-quality
teachers and principals (Barber & Mourshed, 2007). But in these
countries, it is the entire profession that makes the systems tops.
Arne’s second pillar is useful, but when you look closely, it is an
individualist and partial strategy. We need a comprehensive pillar
that includes improving working conditions that make all
teachers quality performers.

Finally, turning around the 5,000 schools is a worthy goal, but I
am going to say that it is not just these 5,000 units that need to be
improved but also the contexts inwhich theywork.This iswhy in our
turnaround strategy (Chapter 4)we take the school and its district as
the unit of change—all schools, not just the laggards in isolation. If
you want system reform, it is not just 5,000 schools that need to
improve but also the vast majority of all schools in the system—
90,000 or so—not just 5,000. You must change the context in
which these schools are operating—thewhole system is implicated.

It is noteworthy that between the first draft of this book and the
current version that the R2T criteria were revised to include a fifth
component. Added is a “State Success Factor,” which consists of a
coherent state reform agenda, capacity to lead local district reform,
and ability to improve student outcomes. (U.S. Department of
Education, 2009). This is presented as the first of the five sets of cri-
teria, and it isworth 25 points out of 100 in assessing the proposals.
But saying so doesn’t make it so. And the application guidelines for
the 4.35 billion are 148 pages of single-spaced three-column details
with a complicated point and subpoint system. Striving for complex-
ity and achieving clutter, when the goal should be to focus on the
action-oriented “skinny,” which is the essence of successful and
deep reform (see Chapter 3 and Fullan, 2010).

The Center for Education Policy conducted a survey of state
leaders’ reactions to the ARRA stimulus package (Center for
Education Policy, 2009). Predictably, they found that “States appear
to bemore certain about their plans to fill the first two ARRA assur-
ances [standards and data systems] that are more easily accom-
plished by state actions than they are about the two [increasing
teacher effectiveness and turning around low performing schools]
that depend on local politics and conditions” (p. 2). This survey
was conducted prior to the addition of the fifth pillar—coherent
agenda and capacity to lead local district reform—which requires
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even more rapport between state and local strategies. The biggest
complaint that the state leaders had concerned “the multiple or
inconsistent reporting requirements and . . . the lack of state capac-
ity” to put the plan together (p. 3).

Thus, the solutions being attempted by Obama, Duncan, and
other large-scale reformers arebasedonabadly flawedmodel because
they have little chance of mobilizing the collectivity to engage in joint
reform. Hansen (2009) nails this problem when he characterizes
modernmanagementas “theenemyof [effective] collaboration”:

Managers and management thinkers celebrate decentraliza-
tion, which works like this: you delegate responsibilities for
operations, products . . . and geographies to a group of man-
agers. The clearer the lines of responsibility, the better. You
then develop objectives and metrics for each manager so that
he or she knows what to achieve each quarter and year. To
improve the chances of success, you give the managers con-
siderable freedom—they run their own unit. Then you hold
them accountable for their results and put in place incentives
to motivate them to reach the objectives. Bonuses, salary
increases . . . and promotions go to those who deliver. Those
who do not deliver are coached or let go. Predictably, each
manager of each unit works hard and focuses on reaching
their targets. You sit back and marvel at the beauty of the
system. (Hansen, 2009, p. 49)

Hansen makes clear that this system delivers up to a point
(p. 49). Now the flaw:

The problem is that each manager becomes increasingly inde-
pendent and tries to maximize his or her unit—after all, that is
how the job is defined. Managers care about reaching their
goals and have little interest in helping others achieve theirs.
Over time, decentralization risks turning a company into a
loose collection of units,which become fiefdoms or silos. (p. 49)

Hansen has captured the antithesis of collective capacity. You
may get subcollective capacity, such as when a school collaborates
internally or collaborates within a cluster of schools, but you will
never get whole-system reform. It is deceptive because it works to
a point.You get short-term improvements. I think that this is what
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is happening in the New York City model and in New Orleans.
Paul Vallas and Leslie Jacobs (2009), for example, characterize the
race-to-the-top lessons fromNewOrleans as consisting of four key
strategies: school-accountability legislation; chartering of new
schools with rigorous screening for quality; unequivocal embrace
of parental choice; and staffing schools with mission-aligned, tal-
ented educators. Does this sound like Hansen’s modern manage-
ment that is the enemy of broader collaboration? Don’t get me
wrong, it does some good, stops the bleeding, gets examples of
individual school improvement, and even overall tests scores go up
for a while. But, this approach will never get whole-system reform
because it actually does not work on the whole system cultivating
the collective capacity that would be required to accomplish the
goal of moral purpose for all.

Linda Darling-Hammond (2010) has drawn essentially the
same conclusion. Darling-Hammond documents the dreadful
decline in teacher quality and its unequal distribution. In
California, for example, the proportion of unqualified teachers in
schools with the lowest achievement quartile (high minority and
poverty) is 25% compared to 5% in the highest quartile (p. 41). In
Texas, between 1996 and 2002, the proportion of teachers who
were certified when they entered teaching declined from 86%
to 47%, and “most of those who entered without training were
teaching in high-minority, low-income schools” (p. 93). We will
return to Darling-Hammond later, but essentially her solutions
are similar to those presented in this book.Wemust shift, she says,
“from enforcing procedures to building capacity [and] from man-
aging compliance tomanaging improvement” (p. 270).

As I said, these are early days, but all previous big reform efforts
since 1983 (all of which have failed) had their early days as well.
Obama and Duncan are going to have to figure out how to partner
with states and to engage in the development of whole-state-reform
efforts, which build the collective capacity of the entire system—a
topic I address in Chapter 5. States in turn are going to have to estab-
lish whole-system reform strategies that partner with all districts
and regions within the state. To do this, there are a small number of
interrelated things you have to do well, and you have to do them
relentlessly, getting better and better at it as you go. It is not rocket
science, but it is social science.Thus is the subject of Part II.
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C H A P T E R T H R E E

Collective Capacity
at the School and
District Level

One version of all systems go (but ultimately not comprehen-
sive enough for our purposes) is when a school district and all

its schools get in sync and cause greater student learning across
the district. In one sense, we have known quite a bit about this at
least since 1999, when Elmore and Burney did their now-land-
mark study of District 2 in NewYork City.

There have been various confirmations of Elmore and
Burney’s original findings over the past decade. My composite
compilation of the findings is in Exhibit 3.1. Only a small minority
of districts evidence these characteristics, but when they do they
generate widespread and potentially sustainable capacity to raise
the bar and close the gap of student achievement.

As true as these findings are, they apparently do not get to the
root of the strategy as evidenced by the fact that they are not catch-
ing on (i.e., we are not finding widespread implementation of these
features). The depiction of districts on the go must be more funda-
mental andmore dynamic.This is the purpose of this chapter.

I take four examples of whole-district successful reform in
three different countries: Tower Hamlets in London, England;
Long Beach Unified School District in California; York Region
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Characteristics of an Effective School DistrictExhibit 3.1

1. Focus: a clear direction and relentless focus on student achievement
through instructional improvement in the classroom. A school board
needs a central and singular focus from which all other pieces can flow.
A district must continuously strengthen its core by increasing teachers’
skills and knowledge, engaging students in learning, and ensuring the
curriculum challenges students.

2. Data: access and use of data on student learning as a strategy for class-
room and school improvement and to monitor progress. Data also help
to shape targets for phased focuses of improvement. Data include the
development and use of ongoing means of diagnosing student needs
and addressing them through specific instructional responses.

3. Leadership: development of teacher, principal, and district leadership to
share effective practices from each other and from the larger research
base. Research is focused on teaching strategies that make a difference
in high- and low-performing schools serving similar types of kids.
Responses are then developed to deliver job embedded inservice.
Leadership roles are defined so that leaders participate as learners in
working with teachers to address instructional needs.

4. Resources: allocating resources in accordance with this focus without a
reliance on one-time, special funding. Resources should be clearly
aligned to support the teaching and learning core of the district’s work.

5. Reduce Distractors: a concerted effort to reduce the distractors that
undermine teachers’ and principals’ capacity to carry out this central
strategy. Excessive bureaucracy, inconsistent messages, multiple non-
classroom initiatives, and time-and-energy-consuming conflict all dis-
tract from the focus of student achievement. Effective districts do not
take on too many initiatives at once and are dropping distractors as well
as adding things that help them focus.

6. Community: link to parents and the community and related agencies to
provide support for students and educators and to intervene early in
case of difficulties experienced by students and by schools.

7. Communication: a constant and consistent communication that focuses
on the core message up and down and across the district. Everyone
needs to know the central focus of teaching and learning priorities and
how to achieve them. Research findings and effective practices need to
be shared. Staying on message is crucial.

8. Esprit de Corps: a sense of identity and sense of community among
teachers and principals and between schools and the district. People take
pride in their work and that of their colleagues and feel a strong sense of
affinitywith the district as awhole. Allegiances are strong, and collaborative
competition leverages the schools to stronger and stronger performance.
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District School Board in Toronto; and Ottawa Catholic District in
Ontario. As noted in Exhibit 1.1, the language of dynamic sys-
tems on the go includes precision, specificity, depth, collaborative
competition, collective capacity and collective efficacy, and shared
responsibility in the context of accountability. It is not alignment
thatmakes all systems go but rather engagement and the power of
allegiances put to a higher purpose. Just recently, we are begin-
ning to see other district-wide examples of success that I will refer
to below (Dufour, Dufour, Eaker, & Karhanek, 2010; Leithwood,
Harris, & Strauss, 2010; Reeves, 2010).

TOWER HAMLETS

The borough of Tower Hamlets lies in East London on the north
bank of the river Thames. Its name derives from earlier centuries
when the inhabitants of the area were required to provide the
yeomen for the Tower of London that remains in the borough at
its western edge. Today, it is one of the poorest areas in all of
England having absorbed a massive expansion of Bangladeshi
immigrants composing 52% of the population. Its 37,500
students are in 97 schools.

I draw here on Alan Boyle’s (2009) account that is part of a
larger project headed by Andy Hargreaves and Alma Harris called
Beyond Expectations. Tower Hamlets, one of the most deprived
areas in all of England, outperformed the country in terms of
growth on every measure of student achievement. On literacy
they went from 35% proficiency (for 11-year-olds) to equal the
national average of 80% by 2009 (the national figures for the
same period were 58% to 80%, respectively). The same is true for
math and science, and ditto for secondary school results. They
performedway above expectations. How did they do it?

Boyle names four big reasons: resolute leadership, allegiance,
professional power, and sustainability. Resolute leadership com-
bines a culture of high expectations where no excuses are accept-
able with a school focus on action, “It moves from intention,
through specific actions to achievement by setting conditions
targets, refusing to be deflected from the core priorities” (Boyle,
2009, p. 13).

At the beginning “resolute leadership, exists in pockets and
then is crystallized and mobilized by resolute leadership at the
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top” (p. 6). When the new director of education, (CEO) Christine
Gilbert, arrived in 1997, relationships between the school heads
and the district were strained. One of hermost significant achieve-
ments during her first two years was to build successful partner-
ships with the schools.

It is interesting and significant to note that the school heads
did have a sense of commitment across schools in 1997 (more
about this in a moment) but not with the district. Gilbert’s break-
through was to make the partnership seamlessly vertical and
horizontal around the learning and achievement agenda. High
expectations and corresponding achievement were realized
through rigorous target setting, capacity building, monitoring,
and continuous action.

Second, district leaders and school leaders recognize value
and reinforce strong allegiance to each other in the service of a
higher cause. There is a willingness to collaborate for mutual
benefit that

Feeds on trust and respect; it demonstrates a genuine collec-
tive responsibility with full commitment and loyalty to the
cause, not any individual. Its outcomes are coherence and
stability; people are passionate in their work and may even be
addicted to it. (Boyle, 2009, p. 18)

This is the stuff that makes all systems go. It is tremendously
empowering, and clearly collective in its efficacy. Along with
strong collegial support among school principals, there is friendly,
but definite, competition to outdo each other. Boyle has come to
call this collaborative competition—a powerful new concept that
describes what we have been seeing in dynamically successful sys-
tems. People self-consciously collaborate and they compete for the
betterment of all. This is one of those amazing social phenomena
that—when moral purpose combines with allegiance to others—
make great things happen. And, it doesn’t require heroic efforts.
Ordinary people can do it. The energy pie naturally expands. From
a strategy point of view, leaders do have to foster and enable pur-
poseful collaboration, but they don’t need to do anything about
competition (other than being transparent about results and prac-
tice) because it occurs naturally as people try to better themselves
and the system as awhole.
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The professional power that Boyle (2009) talks about is an
extension of purposeful allegiance. It includes, says Boyle, “ability
and the mental characteristics of confidence, determination and
competition to achieve success” (p. 21). It is just as much compet-
ing with oneself in order to be as good as or better than anyone
else. Once collaborative competition starts, it takes on a life of its
own. If the school up the road is doing better than you, you can’t
help but want to do even better.

Lastly, these three forces of resolute leadership, allegiance,
and professional power create the conditions for sustainability:

As successful strategies and extraordinary efforts become
routine, improved performance gathers momentum. Success
breeds success among collaborating schools with a shared alle-
giance. At some point it reaches a critical level where so many
schools aremoving thisway, and supporting each other, that [it
becomes] almost self-sustaining. (Boyle, 2009, p. 26)

Sustainability involves four things. One is to establish a large
critical mass of “beyond expectations” work that we have just
referred to in Tower Hamlets. This has a persistent momentum of
its own. The second is to grow, select, recruit, and develop talent
(the subject of Chapter 5) consistent with the culture and con-
stantly replenishing it. Central to this is continuity at the top.
Christine Gilbert’s successor, Kevan Collins, embraces exactly the
themes thatmakeTower Hamlets successful.

The third element of sustainability concerns two related
phenomenon—attention to detail and cultivation of innovation and
risk taking. Successful organizations are relentlessly consistent with
respect to what works while at the same time looking for the next
improvement (Fullan, 2008, 2010). Today’s relentless consistency
is tomorrow’s innovation, and tomorrow’s innovation is the next
day’s relentless consistency. Observes Boyle (2009), “for any system
to be sustainable, it needs fresh ideas, newways of thinking and new
waysof working” (p. 30).

The fourth requirement for sustainability is for the district to
secure itself in its own context. In terms of the community with a
steady stream of immigrants from Bangladesh, Hargreaves and
Shirley (2009) describe how Tower Hamlets works tirelessly to
create new capacity to strengthen relations and engagement with
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parents and the community. It has done this through working
with faith-based organizations, establishing extended services
that keep a school open from 8:00 am to 10:00 pm, recruiting
community members as teaching assistants and enabling many
of them to proceed to full teacher certification.

Another and the biggest element of context is the education
system as a whole—the entire country of England in this case.
The things that Tower Hamlets are doing are congruent with gov-
ernment policy and enabled by it (such as literacy support). But,
not all is rapport. Recently, Tower Hamlets resisted government
pressure to set up a City Academy (an opportunity to receive sub-
stantial funds to build a new state-of-the-art secondary school).
Secondary heads were unanimous in their opposition to the idea
of the City Academy because they saw it as a threat to existing
cohesion and collaboration, which are essential for continued
improvement—a clear sign that “systemness” for all was more
important than ad hoc innovation.

LONG BEACH UNIFIED
SCHOOL DISTRICT (LBUSD)

Similar in number of schools (but twice the student population) to
Tower Hamlets, Long Beach Unified School District has 91 schools
and 92,000 students with 50% Hispanic, 18% Black, 17% White,
and 9% Asian, Filipino, and Pacific Islander. Also disadvantaged
(66% of the students qualified for free or reduced priced meals) and
in considerable disarray at one point (Long Beach felt like awar zone
in the1990s), LBUSDhashada long runof success from1992 to the
present (Austin,Grossman, Schwartz,&Suesse, 2004;2006).

Carl Cohn became superintendent in 1992. His predecessor
had practiced a kind of divide and conquer philosophy of “every-
body do your own thing.” There was competition but no glue.
Definitely not an all-systems-go proposition.

Because the system was fragmented and dispersed, Cohn
worked on bringing things together centrally with respect to
vision, high expectations, and standards. He made it clear that
the purpose of central office was to support schools, but to do so
through two-way engagement. Like other successful jurisdic-
tions (the small number that are successful district-wide), Cohn
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made instruction the main focus, such as a K–3 literacy initia-
tive with capacity building through professional-development
sessions, new roles for principals, instructional coaches, com-
plete with feedback on practice. Says one participant, “at the
beginning the reform process was hard and sometimes very
emotional. We weren’t used to constructive criticism, and sud-
denly outside evaluators were giving us critical feedback”
(Austin et al., 2004, p. 8)—more about the matter of feedback to
teachers at the end of this chapter.

In LBUSD, building the district’s capacity for data-driven deci-
sion making was a key component in designing interventions and
support systems that achieved results. Between 1999 and 2002,
the number of fifth graders reading at grade level increased from
6.7% to 53.5%.

Cohn believed in both top-down and bottom-up strategies (not
quite an all-systems-go strategy, but headed in the right direction)
and in a partnership between the district and the schools. Cohnwas
superintendent from 1992–2002. Nearly all grade levels demon-
strated progress, many quite dramatic. High school dropout rates
decreased by two thirds.

We see a touch of collaborative competition in the words of a
veteran high school principal, “the expectation of continuous
improvement is the same district-wide. There is a friendly competi-
tion among the high schools and we know that all of the jobs are
hard. We are all expected to be instructional leaders . . . we help
each other out whenever we can” (Austin et al., 2006, p. 7).
Another principal recalls the preceding year when test scores of a
high performing school fell: “As soon as scores were published that
principal got a bunch of phone calls from other principals wanting
to knowwhat had happened andwhat they could do to help” (p. 7).

The elementary schools supervisor comments that “it’s criti-
cal to establish trust and build the day-to-day relationships”
(Austin et al., 2006, p. 8). The high school supervisor notes that
when they started with the new expectations you could almost
hear high school principals thinking, “Yes, I’m an instructional
leader because I’m supposed to be an instructional leader, but I’m
not quite sure what that means and how I can demonstrate that”
(p. 10). And, “five years later I can tell you that 100% of LBUSD
high school principals are instructional leaders, why they are and
how they arrived there” (p. 10).
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Another principal observes that it is not just the lower perform-
ing schools that are expected to focus but also “the higher achieving
schools on our east side have to figure out how to maintain high
achievement,” adding, “nobody has an easy ride” (Austin et al.,
2006, p. 6).

LBUSD has the strength of social ties and focus built in. Cohn
left in 2002, and his successor has carried on in the same direc-
tion. Perhaps not as powerfully aligned vertically and horizontally
as Tower Hamlets, LBUSD represents another example of whole-
system reform at the district level.

Systemic link to the state is another story. California has more
than 1,000 districts! LBUSD is only one (it is one of the nine
largest districts). Over the years, California has been the classic
example of simple resource (one factor) solutions. In 1996, the
governor of California suddenly (it seemed) passed legislation to
reduce class size in K–3 classes to 20 students or less. Costing bil-
lions of dollars, there is virtually no evidence that it has a positive
impact on student learning and served, in our language, to be a
massive distractor. California continues to be one of the worst
examples of piecemeal reform, not to mention the fact that it is
currently desperately in debt (it makes you think of all those dol-
lars down the drain). If you are a district in California, the best
you could hope for is “one system goes” (your district) or perhaps a
group of districts in a county system—if the leadership works on
it.We catch up to the role of the state in the next chapter.

Not all districts are amenable to systemic reform. Carl Cohn
took his considerable talent and experience to the high profile
San Diego City Schools to replace Alan Bersin and Tony
Alvarado (of District 2 fame) who had a conflict-filled seven-year
run from 1997 to 2004. Doing many of the right things, Bersin
and Alvarado left under a cloud of frustration on the part of all
parties. Cohn lasted only 18 months in San Diego, during which
time his main role seemingly was to reassure the system that
there would be no more Bersin/Alvarado reform. Then Terry
Grier came from Guilford County, North Carolina. We worked
with Terry for four years in Guilford where he had a major
impact on student learning and achievement—another instruc-
tionally focused superintendent. Terry Grier became superinten-
dent of San Diego schools on March 24, 2008. On August 20,
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2009 just 4 days shy of 15 months in San Diego, the Houston
Independent School District board voted 9–0 to hire an appar-
ently frustrated Grier to be their superintendent. Some districts
never learn—or so it seems.

YORK REGION DISTRICT
SCHOOL BOARD (YRDSB)

York Region is a large, multicultural, urban district that is part of
the Greater Toronto Area with 130,000 students, 8,800 teachers
and 192 schools. In 1999, the new director, (superintendent) Bill
Hogarth, stunned the systemwhen he said that allYRDSB students
should be reading at the end of Grade 1. There started a 10-year
journey of capacity building and deeper still what we call sustain-
able realization that Lyn Sharratt—the recently retired superinten-
dent of curriculum and instruction—and I have just written about
(Sharratt & Fullan, 2009). Bill put together a leadership team that
never strayed off message as they built collective capacity.

Once again, we have a combination of strategies that excite
people about moral purpose, focus capacity building, and above all
develop a strong sense of partnership between the district and the
schools, across schools, and between schools and the community.
Without strong two-way partnerships and targeted individual and
collective capacity building,moral purposewould only be a slogan.

The core of capacity building was 13 parameters that the
school and the district developed together (see Exhibit 3.2).

There is no need to discuss the 13 parameters except to say that
school teams and district staff work together (through professional-
learning sessions and day-to-day job-embedded work) to implement
the parameters in all schools and classrooms. I talked from the
outset about the sine qua non importance of collective capacity
building—the team, the group, the organization, and the system
working together to get better. A visitor can go into any one of
the 192 schools in YRDSB and have similar conversations—the
language of focused instruction is ubiquitous. A principal or vice
principal can move to a new school and find a critical mass of
kindred spirits. It is noteworthy that we have recently added a
14th “wrap around” parameter called “shared responsibility and
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accountability,” which is none other than our intelligent account-
ability (see Sharratt & Fullan, 2009).With focused collective capacity
building, accountability to a large extent gets internalized in the
group and in its individuals.

Karen Louis, Ken Leithwood, and associates (2009) reported
findings from their Wallace Foundation study of leadership in a
sample of nine states, 43 districts, and 180 schools. One of the
most powerful sources of the district influence on schools and
students was the development of school leaders’ “collective sense
of efficacy” about their work. The commentary could have been
written precisely aboutYRDSBwhen the authors concluded.

Districts contribute most powerfully to principals’ collective
sense of efficacy by:

• Establishing clear purposes that becomewidely shared;
• Unambiguously giving priority to the improvement of
instruction;

• Providing flexible, varied, meaningful, and just-in-time
professional development for both school administrators
and their staffs;

13 Parameters From RealizationExhibit 3.2

1. Shared beliefs and understanding

2. Embedded literacy coaches

3. Time-tabled literacy block

4. Principal leadership

5. Early and ongoing intervention

6. Case-management approach

7. Literacy professional development at school staff meetings

8. In-school grade and subject meetings

9. Book rooms with leveled books and resources

10. Allocation of budget for literacy resources

11. Action research focused on literacy

12. Parental involvement

13. Cross-curricular literacy connections

Source: Sharratt & Fullan, 2009, p. 15.
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• Assisting schools in the collective interpretation and use of
data for decisionmaking. (Louis et al., p. 84)

Collective efficacy means that people have confidence in each
other. Principals trust, value, and depend on their peers. School
leaders and district leaders similarly believe in each other’s capac-
ity, individually and jointly, to solve problems and make progress.
Allegiances develop but so does collaborative competition.
Collective capacity is more than the sum total of individual capac-
ities. It is a qualitatively different phenomenon, and one that most
reform strategies fail to appreciate (see Chapter 2). And, it is a
powerhouse because it compounds individual efficacy into collec-
tive capacity and impact. This is not hypothetical. I am talking
about what actually happens in practice.

You see the results evidenced at the individual school level.
Crosby Heights is a K–8 school of 662 students in a low-income
neighborhood. When Principal Ryan Friedman arrived five years
ago, he found no common focus, a negative culture, a facility in
poor shape, unsafe school environment, critical parents, and on
and on. With high expectations and careful capacity building
within the school, and external learning connections to other
schools and the district, in three short years the school dramati-
cally improved. On the provincewide tests conducted by the inde-
pendent Education Quality and Accountability Office (EQAO)
(2009), in three years, reading scores went from 44% to 90%,
reaching the ambitious provincial standard; writing went from
40% to 87%; and math went from 50% to 83% (as measured by
the progress of the same cohort of students from Grade 3 to Grade
6). Ryan and his colleagues did this by focusing on the 13 parame-
ters, respecting the collective agreement, getting union leaders on
board as key supporters, and incorporating job-embedded learn-
ing “between the bells” as he called it—a seemingly astounding
result but this was accomplished by ordinary teachers focusing
and beingwell led.

Jill Marr is the principal of Armadale Public School, the dis-
trict’s largest elementary school, serving a highly diverse and
multilingual community with over 80% of the students Tamil,
including a continuous flow of immigrants who arrive without
any English. Jill started by cleaning up the building—all six custo-
dians were replaced—and organizing resources. This was done in
the first six months. She then used the parameters to construct
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and integrate a plan of action. The specificity and precision (two
of our new watchwords of success) of what the school is doing is
amazing. Here is a partial list:

• Job-embedded professional learning, based on student
needs, has increased the consistency of practice within and
among classrooms. Teachers are modeling lessons in one
another’s classrooms on amonthly basis.

• Professional learning is active in each division. The identi-
fied focus is assessment-based instruction with teacher
moderation of student work.

• Teachers are using a variety of assessment tools and
instructional strategies to meet the learning styles, inter-
ests, and needs of every student.

• Teachers are building class and student profiles and
attending case-management sessions to identify high-yield
strategies.

• Teachers and students can clearly articulate what the learn-
ing targets are and what success criteria are needed in order
to achieve the targets as evidenced by daily-literacywalks.

• Two groups (of five teachers each) are engaged in action
research and meet bimonthly to review their data and
actions.

• The majority of staff, 98%, have volunteered to participate
in a biweekly professional book club and bring supporting
student evidence to the discussions.

• An increase in the usage and frequency of centralized
resources has been observed.

• Student needs are at the forefront when making budget
decisions.

• Attendance at family and community schools events has
increased by 200%. (Sharratt & Fullan, 2009, p. 87–88)

As far as the bottom line is concerned, the school has zeroed in
on the students at risk (those at level two or below on a four-point
scale). Staff at given grade levels know these students by name
and by targeted learning action. Amazingly, in one year, the
number of students at risk has been reduced from 378 to 233,
and this has occurred in each of the nine grade levels, K–8. More
impressive are the achievement results in literacy and numeracy.
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In one year (2008 compared to 2009), Grade-3 reading went
from 63% proficiency to 84%, writing went from 75% to 91%,
and math went from 76% to 89%; there was the same pattern for
Grade 6, 58% to 77% for reading, 66% to 78% in writing, and
60% to 72% inmathematics. This is a remarkable sweeping of the
table, given that it represents only one year of work in a disadvan-
taged school with almost 1,000 kids. When I asked the leadership
team of 10 how the speed of change felt, onemember said, “Like a
freight train that we were almost in control of.” Another said they
were able to move so rapidly because they focused on a small
number of things and knew what to do specifically. The collective
effort carried the day. This phenomenal result was accomplished
because of focused leadership in the context of a highly support-
ive and engaged district-wide culture. It represents “the speed of
quality change” as leaders grasp the skinny of change effective-
ness (Fullan, 2010).

These two schools are not unique. York deliberately builds
whole-system, all-schools reform. They work continually on what
I would call the social glue of capacity building—the collegiality
and instructional practices that enable them to pull together.
Good practice produces commitment. Committed people pursue
even better practices. The scaffolding to do all this operates at
three permeable levels—the district, the subnetworks of schools,
and the school/community.

At the district level, the literacy collaborative contains the
overall framework of shared vision and related capacity building,
involving the 13 parameters. Professional-learning sessions with
leadership teams from all schools take place several times a year
(schools are in one of four cohorts because of the large numbers).
The same message and two-way communication about purpose
and progress occurs throughout. An annual literacy fair—in
which all 192 schools in the district prepare and share 25-minute
multimedia accounts of what they set out to do for the year and
what they accomplished—reinforces the substance of what they
are doing and strengthens the collective identity and commitment
to the overall endeavor.

The next level is more operational. Every school belongs to a
geographically organized learning network (LN) consisting of
from six to ten schools in a cluster. There are 22 LNs. These
school networks focus on specific practices, student results,
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cross-school sharing, learning to do better, and mutual commit-
ment. They engage in collaborative competition with each other
and with the rest of the system. When they meet, participants
consist of school principals and leadership teams, the superinten-
dent (who is the coordinator of the LN), and district curriculum
consultants. If you observe an LN session, you will see that no
one dominates. They are colearners, with practice and results as
the drivers. It is noteworthy that the director (Superintendent) of
York Region, Bill Hogarth, delayed the setting up of the LNs for
seven months despite strong pleas from his area superintendents
because he wanted to make sure that whole-district commitment
was in place, thereby trying to avoid LNs becoming isolated fief-
doms. Effective leaders always have an eye on allegiance to the
system as a whole while they also support smaller-scale, intensive
learning partnerships. Most recently, purposeful high school net-
works focusing on particular themes have been established,
again strengthening both capacity building and peer and district
allegiances.

The third element is the school where the principal and other
school leaders become even more operational in professional
learning communities working on similar agendas in ways partic-
ular to the needs of their students and communities.

The overall effect is that ideas, leadership, and commitment
flow readily across the three levels.York has a high trust, transpar-
ent learning culture where mistakes are treated as part of growth,
andmoral purpose (all kids can learn) is taken seriously by all.

It works. York Region District School Board, despite being one
of the largest, most diverse districts in Ontario, is one of the best. It
has raised achievement scores across the six provincial measures
of reading, writing, and math for Grades 3 and 6 by some 15%
over the past five years, along with increasing its Grade-10 literacy
scores and its high school graduation rates. And when progress
seemed to plateau a couple of years ago,York stayed and deepened
the course. In 2009, when the scores again jumped up, the excite-
ment around the district was palpable. It seems that the struggle
itself makes gains all themore satisfying.

Currently, York is addressing the difficult question of sustain-
ability and establishing the conditions for continued development
in the future. Two ideas crystallized from this consideration. The
first iswhatwenowcall “the14thparameter”—the shared responsibility
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and accountability that is built into the interdependent practice
within the system.We will return to the role of accountability; but
for now, let me say that a powerful feature of all systems go is that
shared commitment, allegiance, and responsibility for results
becomes collectively owned. This is “realization” giving it a life
beyond particular individuals.

The second element for sustainability concerns the system-
atic recruitment, selection, and development of new teachers
and administrators. This topic is the subject of Chapter 5, but I’ll
say here that the key points are that this individual capacity
development must be focused and systematic, and above all it
must be integrated with (part and parcel of) the daily collective
work of the schools and the district. Qualifications frameworks of
leadership qualities reinforce the daily job-embedded work; they
don’t cause it.

Finally, unlike the previous two cases, YRDSB is nested within
an all-systems-go environment that includes the other 71 districts
in the province and the government. York readily contributes to
and learns from other districts as part of the provincial strategy to
improve the whole system.To show thatYork Region is not unique
in Ontario, we will also examine Ottawa Catholic District School
Board in the next section. In both cases,York and Ottawa, they are
successful largely in their own right; but more significantly for
systems reform, they are successful because they are integrally
connected to a provincewide whole-system reform strategy—a
critical matter that I take up in the next chapter.

OTTAWA CATHOLIC
DISTRICT SCHOOL BOARD

Jamie McCracken, the director (CEO) of Ottawa Catholic District
since 2003, was a high school principal in the district and worked
in the district office prior to his promotion. He describes the cul-
ture back then with one word, “clenched.” The director issued
13 thrusts annually that were supposed to be the themes for the
year. Each year, there were a different 13. Jamie learned that he
never had to “thrust back,” as there was no follow through. He
ran a good school, but he knew that it was totally detached from
the district and his colleagues. Hewas hired to change that.
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Jamie and his coleaders have used virtually every major theme
that I have covered in this book—the ideas in Exhibit 1.1, the day-to-
dayworkof IrinaFedraandAlbertQuah that I described inChapter1,
the strategies in Exhibit 2.1, and the nature of the work seen inYork
Region. And they did it without any direct outside help other than
drawingongood ideas and takingadvantageof newresources.

TheOttawaCatholic District School Board is one of 29 Catholic
districts (of the total of 72) in Ontario’s public education system
(Catholic districts are fully publicly funded as per the Canadian
constitution established at the time of federation). The district has
approximately 42,000 students in 78 elementary and 15 sec-
ondary schools. The demographics in the catchment area, being in
Canada’s capital city, range from affluent to disadvantaged includ-
ing large numbers of immigrants who arrive without speaking
any English.

Jamie started with some large-scale meetings that he called
“reimagining days.” For the first time in the history of the system,
he included nonprofessionals—support staff, custodians, techni-
cians, and bus drivers. Knowing something about our emphasis
on a small number of goals and staying the course, he selected
three core priorities: success for students (e.g., ensuring high
levels of critical literacy), success for staff (e.g., building Catholic
collaborative learning communities through shared leadership),
and stewardship of resources (e.g., aligning human and opera-
tional resources to support and close gaps in student achieve-
ment). These have been the same three priorities every year for the
past seven years. They replaced the 13 or so annual random
thrusts of the previous regime.

The system glue—the same kind we saw in York—is fostered
in three interrelated ways: constant communication with all
groups, precision-based capacity building and problem-solving
strategies, and a careful pursuit of personnel policies and recruit-
ment of leaders who are selected and developed to serve the three
core goals. Jamie has built in two-way communication sessions
with all groups—principals, teachers, support staff, parents and
community, and union leaders. He sees all 4,000 employees as
his constituency. He knows about one of our “skinny rules”—
communication during implementation is far more important
than communication prior to implementation (Fullan, 2010).
Keep the message simple, keep it focused and consistent, and keep
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conveying it, and talk about the results, the problems, and the
strategies as you go.

With respect to the second means of focusing—precision-
based intervention—there are a host of interrelated strategies
that are under way. The central district structure and personnel
were revamped to get rid of previous silos so that leadership could
operate as a guiding coalition—again, with the samemessage and
emphasis on the three basic goals of the district. He introduced a
critical-literacy framework similar to York’s 13 parameters,
requiring schools to focus on literacy by building their individual
and collective capacity. This was not invitational; it was presented
as nonnegotiable. The system provided all kinds of support in
terms of resources, coaches, data access, smart goals, time for job-
embedded learning, and the like. There was an atmosphere of risk
taking and learning, as long as you were focused on solving prob-
lemswith respect to the core priorities.

The system got increasingly specific. The buddy system I
described in Chapter 1 (where teachers and students in Grades 1–3
are buddied with their counterparts in Grades 4–6 for a buddy day
once a month) is used by most schools in which teachers coplan
and coteach to improve literacy andmath.

The system has becomemore andmore focused. For example,
they discovered that the 10 largest elementary schools were, for
the most part, doing “good” but not “great.” They were getting
respectable results in the low 70s at level three and four. As Jamie
put it, “I suspected that not much had changed in their approach.
I challenged these principals to look at their instructional prac-
tice and challenge teachers to move to the more-focused
approach involving personalization, precision, and professional
learning” (Fullan, forthcoming). Jamie shared the C. D. Howe
report with them that compared school results in the province by
comparing like districts with like districts. The C. D. Howe analy-
sis had concluded that these particular schools should be getting
much higher results because of their demographics. The schools
with help from the district responded to this challenge. Several of
these schools have much better results in 2009 due to this pin-
pointed focused intervention that is typical of highly effective
districts.

Similarly, in September, 2007, the district started the “engage-
ment project,” which targets students showing signs of decreased
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school engagement. Based on indicators of student tracking and
achievement results, six schools in the district were selected to
participate. Four youth workers were appointed to the position of
engagement coach. The role of the engagement coaches is to per-
sonally connect with the students regularly, assist with behavioral
interventions, help with learning strategies, make home visits
where necessary, participate in team meetings to review cases,
and liaise and collaborate with community agencies. The results
from the evaluation of the project show a decline in absences, late-
ness, and suspensions. Key intervention strategies that worked
included providing students with alternative learning experi-
ences, individualizing programs for students, as well as monitor-
ing andmaintaining regular contact with students.

Another powerful intervention is the Senior Kindergarten
Tutoring Program (Ottawa Catholic School Board, 2009). The
program involves identifying five-year-olds who are seriously
behind in oral language and literacy skills. The program runs
from September to June and consists of an extra half day of learn-
ing five days a week over and above the regular kindergarten
program. Four qualified teachers, appointed to the position of
tutor, implemented a variety of programming activities and learn-
ing experiences that were all viewed through the lens of oral lan-
guage. The results from the program, using a quasiexperimental
design, showed that the program was successful for all students,
both male and female, and was especially beneficial for English-
language learners. By spring, the students in the tutoring
program outperformed or performed similarly to the comparison
group on most of the assessments. Further, these students were
already beginning to show transfer of emergent literacy skills to
reading with some students attaining the district reading targets
for Grade 1 before the end of the first term.

All this work on instruction is buttressed with basic, always
focused, professional learning communities within schools and
the use of networks of schools—such as the math network, in
which several schools are learning from each other—linking
better instruction to better results.

Thus, there are a host of activities under the label that I have
called “precision-based strategies.” There is one more major rein-
forcer of cohesion, and that concerns personnel policies and lead-
ership recruitment and development. Jamie is blunt with vice
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principals, telling them that if they want to get promoted in this
system they have to be curriculum and instruction leaders. He
started to identify future leaders by “tapping them on the shoul-
der” and getting them into future leaders programs. The district
always has a list of 15 to 20 names of teacher-leaders, vice princi-
pals, and principals whowould make strong instructional leaders.
There are also leadership programs for support staff and mainte-
nance staff. The whole system, including custodians, knows what
the three key goals are and how the system is doing relative to
results. And how are they doing?

From 2005 to 2009, all six scores (Grades 3 and 6, reading,
writing, and math) have improved from around a baseline of 60%
for the six scores to 66% (Grade-3 reading), 75% (Grade-3 writ-
ing), 76% (Grade-3 math), 74% (Grade-6 reading), 74% (Grade-6
writing), and 69% (Grade-6 math). They have the greatest gains
in the province when you look at all 45 districts with more than
500 students taking the test. Grade-10 literacy results are 89%—
well above the provincial average. When the 2009 results came
out in August, 2009, showing from 2% to 9% increases over
2008, Jamie put the results up on a slide at a meeting with all
school principals. As the cheers arose, the superintendents
entered the room carrying trays of glasses of champagne to cele-
brate the accomplishments. This district is not finished and
remarkably is well on its way to eliminating the achievement gap
between socioeconomic classes.

The leadership at Ottawa Catholic at both the district and
school levels is preoccupied with improving student achievement.
It is almost all they talk about—strategies, what results are we get-
ting, and what specifically more can we do. It is about the whole
child. Jamie McCracken, as director, inherited the running of a
“social justice fund.” Its three priorities were facilities, technology,
and poverty. Guess what? Prior to Jamie’s management, it never
got around to poverty (too amorphous or daunting?), and its
$60,000 base more or less stayed as is. Jamie changed that. He
eliminated the first two priorities and invited all employees in the
system to donate to the social justice fund. It works this way: Any
principal can put in a request for a small-scale poverty related
item—food, clothes, epi-pen, and so on, and Jamie commits to
responding with the money within 24 hours. That fund is now
steady at $350,000 per year and is spent down every year.
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All of this development and success at Ottawa Catholic is
occurring because they have mastered the small number of key
things that make all systems go. They combine a relentless focus
(always on message), precision high-yield instructional strategies,
focus on data and results, and the cultivation of leadership at all
levels to engage everyone in the moral purpose of improvement for
all. The leadership in Ottawa Catholic is self-conscious about
achieving alignment and focus in their daily work, an alignment
that they are able to convey on one page consisting of the Director’s
messaging to all leaders and employees: reinforcement by superin-
tendents of the priorities at regular families of schools meetings;
interdepartmental cooperation at the district level; district reorgani-
zation, where program and staff development have been combined
into one student success department; continuous leadership devel-
opment focusing on instructional leadership; school-improvement
planning and school reviews; and planning for learning in which
new big ideas in evidence-based strategies are sought and cultivated.
In short, this is howyoumake thewhole systemgo.

We are also seeing a small number of other districts mastering
the art and science of accomplishingwhole-system reform.Two sets
of suchdistricts just documented in theUnited States are described in
Dufour and colleagues (2010) and Reeves (2010). Dufour and col-
leagues name the schools and districts, clearly specify what they are
doing, and provide extensive evidence in each case about the sub-
stantial impact on student engagement and achievement. Adlai
StevensonHigh School, Illinois; Boones Elementary, Virginia; Prairie
Star Middle School, Kansas; Lakeridge Junior High School, Utah;
Highland Elementary School, Maryland; Cinco Ranch High School,
Texas; Kildeer Elementary School District 96, Illinois;Whittier Union
High School District, California; and Sanger Unified School District,
California—all schools and districts that depict the precision and
specificity of comprehensive, coherent focus that get results.

These schools and systems display a relentless attention to
clarity of purpose, collaborative cultures, collective inquiry, action
orientation, commitment to continuous improvement, a focus on
results, strong leaders who empower others, willingness to face
adversity, conflict, and anxiety, and perseverance in the face of
obstacles (Dufour et al., 2010). These leaders have all had to over-
come initial obstacles through persistence, resilience, and flexibil-
ity (see also Fullan, 2010).
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All are precise and systematic in the way we have just seen,
working collaboratively on (1) exactly what is it wewant all students
to learn, (2) how will we know when each student has acquired the
essential knowledge and skills, and (3) what happens in our school
when a student does not learn (Dufour et al., 2010, p. 6). All are
impressively and measurably successful, from Adlai Stevenson that
has improved results every year in virtually every indicator for a
quarter of a century (p. 65), through Kildeer Elementary School
District in Illinois with its seven schools (“wewanted absolute clarity
of language . . . principals need a deep . . . understanding of key
terms,” states Superintendent Tom Many [p. 131]) whose perfor-
mance has steadily climbed from86% to 96%proficiency on all state
tests, to Sanger Unified School District whose 19 schools have gone
from 20% proficiency on state tests in 2001–2002 to 59% in math
and languagearts (p. 160).

Doug Reeves (2010) arrives at a similar conclusion and
warns us about coming up short. His four-level implementation
audit scale furnishes revealing results. He shows that with
respect to each level one to three (within which more and more
staff are implementing a given program—but not 90% or more)
that there is no linear impact on student achievement. It is only at
level four, when there is 90% or more participation in deep imple-
mentation, that there is a payoff in student achievement. He
found that low implementation is worse than no implementation
and that in any case it is only when there is virtually full imple-
mentation that the impact is substantial—another confirmation
that “all system reform” is the only thing that counts. Reeves also
confirms that focus is key, and that we need to worry about our
“not to do list” as we zero in on a coherent, consistent reform
implementing a small number of core priorities especially well.
When schools and districts do this he found that triple 90% and
even triple 100% is achievable (schools that have 90% plus
poverty, 90% plus minority, and 90% plus achievement on state
proficiency tests). A warning here however—proficiency on state
tests is not a deep measure of achievement, so we must be cau-
tious about declaring any victory.

In any case, all of this is encouraging; but two further prob-
lems remain: only a minority of districts are successful; and a
more serious problem is that hardly any states (whole systems) are
even close to becoming this good.
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SOME SYSTEMS GO

There are four points in concluding this chapter: (1) very, very few
districts have the focus and coherence of Tower Hamlets, Long
Beach,York Region, Ottawa, and those reported by Dufour and col-
leagues (2010) and Reeves (2010); (2) accountability works in
whole-system reform by increasing collective capacity and shared
responsibility and reinforcing it through the use of transparent
data and positive intervention; (3) let’s not forget the micropicture
where students, parents, teachers, and administrators are, and
(4) the solution is “not a program”; it is a set of strong focused
practices and norms.

Grubb (2009) conducted an exploratory study of 12 schools in
California concerning their use of resources relative to impact on
student learning. In terms of district-wide focus, Grubb states, “no
district in our sample had developed a coherent approach . . . applic-
able to all its schools” (p. 184). Later, he cites Elk Grove, Oak Grove,
Rowland, andLongBeachas districts that dohave their act together:

high performing districts that have developed a balance
between centralized policies and decentralized or school
control—a district version of distributed leadership, with a
role for schools to play in district decision making . . . They
also developed processes for shared learning among schools.
(p. 234)

Remember, however, we are only talking about 4 districts out
of over 1,000 in California. There are other individual, district-
wide examples of success in the United States—as we have just
seen. And, Childress’s (2009) brief account of Montgomery
County, Maryland, is another case in point. Despite these individ-
ual successes, I would venture to say that less than 5% of districts
in the United States operate with the collective capacity that we
have seen in the previous section. In Canada, that percentage
would be double or more but still be distinctly in the minority. In
short, most schools in the United States are in districts that waste
resources, aided and abetted, however unintentionally, by state and
federal departments.

My point, to be taken up shortly in Chapter 4, is that district
coherence and focus is critical, but it will only occur on a large
scale if the state is working on this agendawith the same relentless
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focus that we see in the best districts. Whole-system success will
be accomplished not when states run district reform directly but
rather when they will act analogously to how the best districts
interact with their schools—namely, through partnership and
leveraging good work that is already going on in pockets with
school leaders and teachers who are ready to share, and then
making sharing and development more widespread as others find
the experience exciting andmotivating.

Second, where does accountability fit in? For the districts and
schools in this chapter, the strong armof accountability is attached
to your own body and those of your peers. This internal school and
district accountability is ubiquitous in these organizations—a
requirement that Richard Elmore (2004) calls “internal account-
ability.” You don’t start with blatant external accountability—you
endwith it. Because it is internally driven, these schools quite com-
fortably work with the external-accountability frameworks. I will
talk in the next chapter about intelligent accountability and what
to do with schools and districts that are not making their way to
internal accountability, but the gist of the answer is that no effec-
tive accountability holds unless it is practiced and reinforced as a
collective responsibility.

Fromapolicy perspective, Andreas Schleicher (2009b), the head
of OECD’sPISAunit, tells us that thehighest performing countries:

Strike a different balance between using accountability tools
to maintain public confidence on the one hand, and to sup-
port remediation in the classroom aimed at higher levels of
student learning and achievement on the other. These cor-
nerstones have gone beyond systems of external account-
ability towards building capacity and confidence for
professional accountability in ways that emphasize the
importance of formative assessment and the pivotal role of
school self-evaluation. (p. 3)

Exactly!
Third, let’s not forget the microworld of the everyday teacher

and principal. Grubb (2009) documents what he calls “dynamic
inequality”:

What really counts for many dimensions of adult life is
dynamic inequality—the inequality among students that
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develops over the long years of elementary, secondary, and
then post-secondary education. Students start school with
initial differences, many of them related to class or family
background, and these differences widen steadily (at least in
this country [the U.S.]). By the twelfth grade, the differences
among individuals are enormous: some students have
dropped out and are still reading at the elementary school
level while others . . . are about to enter the best universities
in theworld. (p. 10–11)

Teachers working in failing schools can’t possibly be having a
good time. It is no fun working in a negative culture, especially
when themoral stakes are so high. The best ones leave, others give
up and slip into the deadeningmiasma (along with their students)
of hopelessness. The evidence shows that teachers will respond to
authentic opportunities to develop individual and collective
capacity and the strong moral power of allegiance to their peers
related to a higher cause. In fairly short order, those that
shouldn’t be there will leave, others remaining will start to thrive,
and they will be joined by newcomers attracted to inspirational
possibilities.

All it will take to reverse this tragedy is the discarding of dis-
tractors and waste while introducing the handful of powerful fac-
tors I am identifying in this book. It is not easy, but it also is not a
mystery. In addition to their quantitative analysis in providing
country-by-country benchmarks of performance in literacy,
math, and science, PISA has begun to dig deeper into the cultures
of more- and less-successful schools and countries. They have
found, for example, that “teachers value feedback they receive
from school principals and colleagues as fair and helpful, with real
impact on their classroom practices” (Schleicher, 2009b, p. 2).
Schleicher also found, as did Hattie (2009), that teachers feel that
they do not get enough valuable feedback during their work. He
goes on to say,

There seemsmuchgreater scope for teachers to learn fromother
teacherswith teachers reporting relatively infrequent collabora-
tion of the teaching force within the school . . . Improving this
will require adequate pedagogical leadership as well as effective
humanresource developmentpolicies in schools. (2009b, p. 3)
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Fourth—and this is crucial—Dufour and colleagues (2010),
Elmore (2004), Reeves (2010), and I are all crystal clear on one
matter: The solution is not a program; it is a small set of common
principles and practices relentlessly pursued. Focused practitioners,
not programs, drive success. Neither off-the-shelf programs or
research per se provides the answer. Professionals working
together with focus is what counts. The beauty of this is that it is
the group that owns the solution, and that is why it is more sus-
tainable. What I am finding in our work is that the strongest
solutions consist of going from practice to theory. Effective prac-
titioners are critical consumers of research and not implementers
of research findings.

On the bigger scene, there is the classic chicken-and-egg
dilemma. Neither side, policymakers nor professionals, trust each
other to get it right. Right now, we have a stalemate in most juris-
dictions. Somebody’s going tohave to take some risks (seeChapter 6).
If I were a betting man and this was the stock market, I would
invest in the state or province that focuses on the small number of
complex factors that make all systems go—the win-win pie will
expand exponentially and pay dividends for generations to come.
This is exactly the time when states and countries must get their
policies and strategies for educational reform right. We know
increasingly a great deal about the dos and don’ts of such system
reform—the focus of Chapter 4.
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C H A P T E R F O U R

The State We Are In

There are only five things that leaders need to remember and
do, albeit concretely and with relentless integrated intensity

(see Exhibit 4.1), and one thing to avoid—stop doing the wrong
things: They are wasteful distractors. Limit the number of core
initiatives.

Making All Systems GoExhibit 4.1

In
dividual Capacity

Collec�ve Capacity

Intelligent Accountability

Resolute Leadership

Moral
Purpose/

High
Exp’ns
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In our economic language, these five components represent a
complex resource, one that compounds and multiplies its effect
through interrelated use. Five is not much to remember. Indeed,
all-systems-go savvy takes the mystery out of complexity.

I apply this thinking first and foremost to a whole state or
province. It speaks to whole-system reform, all three levels of
school and community, district and region, and state. In the final
section of this chapter, I address the federal role, but success or
failure stands or falls on the capacity of the state or province.

MORAL PURPOSE AND HIGH EXPECTATIONS

Every state espouses moral purpose—on paper. The particular brand
for all systemsgohas several components that Iwill lay outhere.Tobe
realized,moral purposemust, aboveall, be self-consciouslyandexplic-
itly playedout through theother four components inExhibit 4.1.

Moral purpose focuses on raising the bar and closing the gap
for all children and youth in society relative to those dispositions
and skills essential for surviving and thriving in a complex, inter-
dependent global society. Second, moral purpose goes on to specify
the key standards—core ones relating to literacy, numeracy, and
the evolution of 21st-century skills that I referred to in Chapter 1.
In this respect, Arne Duncan’s (2009) fourth pillar, “the develop-
ment of higher standards internationally benchmarked” is on the
right track provided that the list of standards does not get too
long. Third, the moral purpose that I am talking about is dead seri-
ous about high expectations for all. People with this sense of moral
purpose really do believe that every child can learn given the right
approach and amount of time. And when they see this confirmed
day after day in the most difficult circumstances, they believe it
even more deeply. And, they have history on their side. For example,
we now have more students graduating from postsecondary insti-
tutions than people 50 years ago believed were capable of finish-
ing high school. And kids with disabilities that were kept out of
schools 30 or 40 years ago are now reaching quite high levels of
achievement. High expectations for all, thus, are realistic (if only
you believe and do something about it).

It is revealing to note how moral purpose is activated. Some
teachers and principals have it intensely from the beginning of their
careers. Most teachers come into the profession because they want
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to make a difference in the lives of students.They want to contribute
to the future life chances of individuals and to the prosperity of soci-
ety. But I would say that in some extremely difficult situations, some
teachers and principals, deep down, may not believe that “these par-
ticular students” can orwill learn.Whatwill convince them? It turns
out that it is not moral exhortations or mounds of evidence from
other similar situations that have been successful. Rather, it is when
these teachers andprincipals arehelped to get successwith their own
specific students. Teachers become believers (and their moral com-
mitment and energy zooms) when they themselves experience and
are part and parcel of significant new achievements (Fullan, 2010;
Sharratt & Fullan, 2009).More about this in the next chapterwhen I
focus on teacher incentives that work—but actually accomplishing
something is thebest incentive around for doingmoreof it.

Moral purpose consists of the triumvirate of raise the bar, close
the gap, and clear, uplifting standards and high expectations for all.
It is a no-excuse commitment to deliver on the promise of develop-
ing a higher-performing and more-equal society. Moral purpose is
society’s god, except in this case the glory of god is you, your peers,
and citizens around you.Wehave seen (Chapter 1) throughRichard
Wilkinson’s andKate Pickett’s (2009) analysis thatmore equal soci-
eties comeout better on virtually everymeasure that counts.

In all systems go, moral purpose and high standards are not
something stated up front as a general wish. Moral purpose is
powerful when it is embedded in all strategies and actions. Every
policy, strategy, and action through the other four components in
Exhibit 4.1 should be designed and experienced in a way that
automatically and relentlessly reminds people every day that edu-
cation reform is a matter of moral purpose of utmost importance
to us individually and collectively; and as I have said, this gives
people the experience that it can be accomplished through deliber-
ate all-systems-go strategies.

You know that you are on the right track when many differ-
ent things you do by way of strategy all trigger moral obligation
and responsibility to do better. I am not talking theory here. The
question is not whether strategy is intended to generate morally
grounded action (all policies seem to intend this) but whether it
actually does. It is only what works that counts. Leaders who are
committed to making the whole system go must carry forward
moral purpose deeply into the remaining four components of our
framework.
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RESOLUTE LEADERSHIP

Dalton McGuinty, premier of Ontario, is in his seventh year in
office. From minus day one he was not only committed to making
whole system improvements but equally was concerned about
how to get there. We will see some of the results of this effort later
in this chapter, but let’s visit him now that he has had the experi-
ence of trying to accomplish this in the entire public system—
two million students, 4,900 schools, 72 districts, and a society of
13 million people.

On June 30, 2009, McGuinty delivered a speech to the Global
Education Competitiveness Summit in Washington, D.C. He cited
seven lessons that come from his immersion in whole-system
reform (see Exhibit 4.2).

This is resolute leadership. It is about purpose and action.
Under Lesson One, McGuinty says that “teachers and principals
can smell a fad a thousand miles away,” and thus the proposed
focus “has to be an enduring, government priority backed by
resources and an intelligent plan.” In Lesson Two, he observes
that “if I, as premier, did not take a personal and active interest in
driving academic achievement, progress would come to a halt.”

Exhibit 4.2

Lesson One: The drive to make progress in our schools can’t be a fad.

Lesson Two: Education reform is not important to your government unless
it’s important to the head of your government—personally.

Lesson Three: You won’t get results unless teachers are onside.

Lesson Four: Don’t forget the hard part: Youmust improve your teaching.

Lesson Five: If you want to achieve your goals, you need to keep up the
pressure all the time.

Lesson Six: Once you start making progress, you’ve got permission to
invest more.

Lesson Seven: The best way to sustain your effort to improve schools is to
keep it personal.

Source:McGuinty, 2009.
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He doesn’t mean that he goes it alone. Resolute leadership
means building the “guiding coalition,” the core group who meet
frequently around purpose, progress, and corrective action and are
always on the same page even when there is disagreement. In this
case, the core team is the premier, the minister, the deputy minister
(highest ranking bureaucrat, equivalent of the state commis-
sioner), their policy staff, and me, as special advisor. Thus, resolute
leadership becomes an organization or system phenomenon—
literally the organization pursues reform and its results relentlessly.

In Lesson Three, McGuinty notes that it doesn’t matter how
much money you spend or how much you want change, you have
to figure out how to build a positive working relationship with
teachers. This is not easy. Given the history that most teachers and
their unions have had with past reforms, they are naturally
guarded about the current ones. In effect, resolute state leaders
say that we have to figure out how to trigger and reinforce the
moral purpose and responsibility of teachers because we can’t get
whole-system reform without it.

The fourth lesson taps into another vein of wisdom for the
effective resolute leader because it concerns the improvement of
instruction. This has very much to do with individual and collec-
tive capacity that we will get to shortly. McGuinty puts it this way:

Sure, you can have world-class standards, rigorous testing
and brilliant data management so we know precisely how
each student is faring—but you still have to improve your
teaching. (p. 6)

Lesson Five was keep up the pressure—all the time. By this, he
meant that you must keep your eye on the ball, stay the course in
this respect, and constantly be alert to deflecting distractors.
Address distractors quickly and effectively so that the only real
issue left is instruction and learning. Limit the number of priorities.

Lesson Six captures the positive momentum of investing on
top of success. It is necessary to kick start the reform with new
money (for capacity building, for instance). If you have the right
strategy (basically, Exhibit 4.1), you will get some success (within
one year in our experience). It doesn’t take much success to legit-
imize additional budget. The public welcomes investment pro-
vided that it is measurably paying off. In whole-system reform,
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success can be modest at times as long as it is steadily progressing.
In Ontario’s case, improvement on most measures is only about
2% per year, but it does add up.

INTELLIGENT ACCOUNTABILITY

Intelligent accountability (of course no one is in favor of unintelli-
gent accountability) was a phrase first used by David Miliband in
2001 when he was secretary of state for education in England.
I am not sure exactly what he meant by it, nor probably was he,
but now that we have had some good experience with whole-system
accountability, we can be more precise about it.

Accountability is needed in order to reassure the public that the
system is in good hands and progressing well; it is also needed to help
implementers know how well they are doing while providing the
feedback and help to do even better. Our concern here is with what
actually works to move the whole system along—not what should
work, but what does work. Intelligent accountability in essence
involves building cumulative capacity and responsibility that is both
internallyheld andexternally reinforced (see Exhibit 4.3).

The first five on the list make the sixth component less
needed—or to put it differently, reserved for special cases.

Recall McGuinty’s Lesson Three—you won’t get results unless
teachers are onside. So, the practical question for all systems go is
what approach to accountability is going to get the vast majority
of teachers onside—onside being defined as doing the things that
get results.

Intelligent AccountabilityExhibit 4.3

1. It relies on incentives more than on punishment.

2. It invests in capacity building so that people are able to meet the goals.

3. It invests in collective (peer) responsibility—what is called “internal
accountability.”

4. It intervenes initially in a nonjudgmental manner.

5. It embraces transparent data about practice and results.

6. It intervenes more decisively along the way when required.
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Let’s start with a simple example. Thomas Homer-Dixon
(2009), complexity theorist, wrote an article in the Toronto Globe
& Mail, in which he addressed the question of how to get people to
behave at work with greater environmental sensitivity. Drawing
on a small experiment from one of his colleagues, Homer-Dixon
made the following observations.

First, he states (as intelligent accountability does) that people
generally respond more readily to carrots than to sticks, that they
tend to avoid risks (especially if judgmentalism is in the air), and
that they act faster and more readily when they have easy access
to information about how their behavior compares to others.

In the experiment, Homer-Dixon’s colleague went around (in
a nonjudgmental, nonthreatening manner) and asked people to
have their office practices monitored, rated, and publicly advertised.
A color-coded badge was then posted outside each office indicat-
ing that person’s progress in reducing his or her environmental-
impact behaviors.

As Homer-Dixon reports, a friendly competition developed to
see who could do the best. Doing well became a matter of pride
and reputation, and new norms started to take root. Most impor-
tantly, participants’ use of resources like paper and energy and
their output of waste dropped sharply.

Sticks, of course, can get us to change behavior, but as Homer-
Dixon says, “we won’t change with any enthusiasm” (p. A15),
which means that the changes are less extensive and creative than
they could be.

You see in this modest example that the accountability gets
built into the culture. It is powerful. This is what I mean by internal
or intelligent accountability. Although Homer-Dixon doesn’t com-
ment on this, imagine that one or two office workers don’t take up
the new habits. My guess is that peer pressure is going to be far
more formidable than if the boss issues an order or comes on with
the office environmental police.

If you want accountability to serve an improvement role, you
have to realize that positive incentives are far more powerful than
negative ones. On a bigger scale, we have built this accountability
philosophy into the regime in Ontario. People know the moral pur-
pose and the corresponding high expectations, and they also
know that there is going to be resolute pursuit of the conse-
quences of strategies employed.
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Once expectations are identified, we invest in the power of
capacity building (improving instruction), peer interaction, iden-
tifying and spreading best practices, and transparency every-
where. In this very process, internal accountability does a great
deal of its work. People generally get more motivated when they
are helped to become more effective and see positive results. They
feel the excitement and the pressure of collaborative competition,
which brings both allegiance and attempts for them to outdo each
other for a common moral cause.

Two other aspects of intelligent accountability bring to bear
overall system seriousness to the endeavor. These involve how to
handle turnaround schools and turnaround districts. Given that the
system is driven by high expectations and resolute leadership, it is
no surprise that it follows through on individual, local, and system
performance. If a system is to improve overall, it needs a turnaround
school and turnaround district strategy as part of its repertoire.
What does the intelligent accountability version look like?

As part and parcel of an all-systems-go mindset (Exhibit 4.1, in
total), the government, through its literacy and numeracy secretariat
in the Ministry of Education established its intelligent accountability
strategy called Ontario Focused Intervention Partnership (OFIP)—
note theemphasis onpartnership (with schoolsanddistricts).

Schools are identified as low performing or static based on the
results from the province’s testing agency (the Educational Quality
and Accountability Office—EQAO). By policy, EQAO assesses read-
ing, writing, and math for all Grade-3 and Grade-6 students, result-
ing in six measures annually per student (but just for these two
grades). Those schools showing low or stagnant scores over three
years (this is key, not one year, but a three-year window) are seen to
require different types of assistance than schools that are improv-
ing. This is nonjudgmental—capacity building first, judgment (if
needed) later.There are three groups of OFIP schools:

• OFIP 1: Where fewer than 34% of the students are achiev-
ing at least 3 or 4 (Level 3 is the provincial standard) in lit-
eracy and numeracy in two of the past three years; it is
worth noting that because of the success of overall strategy
there are hardly any OFIP 1 schools remaining.

• OFIP 2: Where 34% to 50% of the students are achieving the
provincial standard,with results being static or declining.
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• OFIP 3: Where 51% to 74% of the schools are achieving
the provincial standard, with results being static or declin-
ing based on three-year trends.

Right away, you notice something different. This is not Arne
Duncan’s bottom 5,000 schools (5% of the total) or a given state’s
list of worst schools. It includes OFIP 3 schools, which are essen-
tially cruising schools that are doing okay but going nowhere.
Overall, there are 1,000 schools in OFIP—25% not 5% of the
total. The significance of this is twofold. First, if you want whole-
system reform, the message must go out to all schools, not just the
so-called failing ones. Second, and more subtle, if you try to
change the bottom 5% you won’t change the context in which
they are working. All systems go basically says that all schools are
implicated. The spotlight is on everyone, and this is what makes it
work as a system endeavor.

As to the particulars, OFIP improvement strategies focus on the
implementation of high-impact classroom strategies (see Chapters 1
and 3) that support individual student learning. Since OFIP began in
2006–2007, the literacy and numeracy secretariat has invested $25
million each year in OFIP, plus an additional $8 million for OFIP
tutoring initiatives (before- andafter-school tutoring for students).

The intervention plan includes the district as well as OFIP
schools. The work between the Ministry, the schools, and their dis-
tricts is indeed a partnership in which, together, leaders analyze
student-achievement data, provide intensive assistance in instruc-
tional practices, and assess, monitor, and evaluate the impact of
improvement strategies.

The results show the impact of intelligent accountability prac-
tices (carrots over sticks, capacity over cajoling). Evidence shows that
OFIP 1 and 2 schools improved at a significantly greater rate than
other schools. For example, from 2006 to 2008, the overall rate
of increase for the province as a whole is about 2% per year (itself
quite a good whole-system accomplishment across the 4,000
schools), while OFIP schools typically increased by around 10%
on average (the actual range over the six scores is 3%–16%, with
most scores showing double-digit gains). And as noted, there are
hardly any OFIP 1 schools remaining. The OFIP strategy, unlike
many turnaround school strategies in other jurisdictions,
includes districts as partners, which means that district capacity
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building is part of the strategy—that is, building up the internal
accountability (responsibility and capability) of the district as part
of the outcomes.This potentially has more lasting effects.

So far, you have not heard me talk about any legal authority.
We have relied largely on the support and pressure of direct
capacity building and transparency. In this way, the internal system
(all schools and district) feels the presence of carrots and norma-
tive sticks. This notwithstanding, legal authority and intervention
needs to be part of intelligent accountability (the main point is you
don’t lead with intervention, you follow with it). The province
recently passed new legislation (called the Provincial Interest
Regulation) that enables it to intervene in districts where there is
persistently low or stagnant academic performance, although only
after various other steps toward improvement have been taken.This
will now be on the books as a regular part of the accountability sys-
tem. It is good to have this big stick as a later, if not last, resort.
When it is used, it will be used in a way similar to OFIP, namely, to
build the internal capacity and accountability of the district.

Intervention would include temporarily taking over the
school board and district.You know that intelligent accountability
is operative when, if such a takeover occurs in a given situation, it
is accompanied by an attitude from peers (other districts) and the
public that is akin to “it is about time that the Province took
action.” Intelligent accountability has widespread legitimacy.

Linda Darling-Hammond (2010) has drawn essentially the
same conclusion. Some states, she observes, “believe [that] the
major problem is a lack of effort and focus on the part of educa-
tors and students, and that standards and tests will motivate
change if they are used to target punishments to those who fail to
meet them” (p. 73). Whereas what is needed, she argues, is for
states and districts to act on “the theory that improvements
depend on greater teacher, school, and system learning about
more effective practice, combined with more equal and better tar-
geted resource allocation” (p. 73).

It is not, then, whether to have standards and assessments
that is the question, but rather the crucial variable is how they are
used. You get more authentic and powerful accountability para-
doxically by getting at it indirectly through collective capacity
building in which teachers are helped, individually and collec-
tively, to focus on instruction. The question is what is going to
motivate all teachers to become engaged in the solution.
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COLLECTIVE CAPACITY BUILDING

I said on the first page of the preface that collective capacity is the
breakthroughconcept tomake all systemsgo.Whenyou look closely,
most governmental policies mistakenly focus on individualistic
strategies (how to reward excellent teaching, how to develop and
support new principals, etc.). These are necessary but not nearly suf-
ficient conditions for reform, and I will put them in perspective in
Chapter 5. Collective capacity is much more powerful and is the sine
quanonof systemreform.

Almost all of us who ended up receiving a strong education
can recall one or more teachers who cared just a little extra, who
reached us at a critical time and literally altered the direction of
our lives. These teachers are to be prized for changing our lives for
the better. But, there are not enough of them. They don’t add up,
as seen from the stagnant results of the U.S. school system over
the past 30 years. Collective capacity is essential because it pro-
duces many more quality teachers who operate in concert.

Better education, strange as it sounds, is not produced by indi-
vidual teachers working with one student or one classroom at a
time. It is coproduced by teachers and students across the years.
Learning is a joint effort of lots of people working together on a
given day and cumulatively over time.

Grubb (2009) makes the case convincingly when he observes
that instruction becomes engaging only under certain conditions:

When it is based on forms of learning whose relevance is
clear; when it uses a wide array of students’ skills and inter-
ests; when it poses appropriate challenges to students; when it
allows for some student choice and autonomy; when schools
develop close relationships between students and adults;
when instruction allows students to take an active role in con-
structing meaning; and when programs are well structured
with clear purpose. (p. 185)

It is clear that these are collective resources. They are improve-
ments that teachers cannot make working alone. Recall the Grubb
argument that we must go beyond simple resources (one factor at a
time) to compound (two factors) or complex (three or more)
resources. In other words, effective resources are most often collec-
tive. Compound resources, “by definition require decisions about two
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or more resources simultaneously and are therefore likely to require
cooperation fromseveral decision-making sources” (p. 227).

The power of collective capacity is that it enables ordinary
people to accomplish extraordinary things—for two reasons. One
is that knowledge about effective practice becomes more widely
available and accessible on a daily basis. The second reason is
more powerful still—working together generates commitment.
Moral purpose, when it stares you in the face through students
and your peers working together to make lives and society better,
is palpable, indeed virtually irresistible. The collective motivational
well seems bottomless. The speed of effective change increases
exponentially. Collective capacity, quite simply, gets more and
deeper things done in shorter periods of time.

Remember, we are not talking about one school at a time.This is
about system change, all schools. It turns out there are a cluster of
concepts involved—collective capacity, collective efficacy, collective
competition, and colearning. In Chapter 3, we examined York
Region District School Board in Ontario and its “system” of 192
schools. We saw how they foster district identity through the learn-
ing collaborative that met and reinforced moral purpose, good prac-
tice, and whole-system mindsets for the district as a whole. They
also break this down into local learning networks—22 of them—in
which clusters of six to ten schools work together on the details.
These learning networks consist of school leaders (principals and
teacher leaders) and supervisory officers (line authority superinten-
dents and staff support—curriculum consultants from the dis-
tricts). They focus on instruction and on the development of all
schools in the network. They simultaneously have a local and dis-
trict presence. And here is the clincher: When you see them meeting
and addressing problems, and you observe the participation of the
various leaders, no one person is in charge. They operate naturally as
colearnerswith great focus but nohierarchical leadership.

And they compete—within the learning network (who is mak-
ing the most progress), and across the district, evidenced by the
dynamic learning fair held each June when teams from all 192
schools demonstrate what they have accomplished during the year.

We also saw how the Ottawa Catholic District, using increas-
ingly strong and pinpointed intervention strategies and related
capacity building, is on the road to virtually eliminating the
achievement gap associated with socioeconomic status. And, they
did this coming from nowhere.
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But this is the district level, and we are talking in this chapter
about the state—all 72 districts, and the Ministry of Education
government in the province. At the state level, there are two big
issues, one concerns whether the government gets its own act
together internally; the related other matter pertains to how it
goes about relating to the field.

We are talking here about capacity building and the first-order
question is whether the State Department or Ministry of Education
has its own capacity house in order. It may seem obvious, but it
takes capacity to lead capacity. Most state departments, including
Ontario’s Ministry of Education in 2003, do not have the capacity
to lead all systems go, which is the enterprise of helping the whole
system focus on instruction, assessment, correction, and instruc-
tion on a continuous basis in all schools and in all districts. In a
word, states normally do not have the domain knowledge required
for this work. Second, they tend to operate as bureaucracies, which
means there is too much paperwork, too many rules, arcane com-
munication, and the dreaded silos (think uncoordinated octopus).

The first thing to do then—and this is crucial but very hard to
do—is to change the culture of the state department, adding new
capacities.We have done this in several ways since 2003. First, we
established the guiding coalition of premier, minister, deputymin-
ister, and their policy assistants who meet regularly to establish
and maintain focus. Second, we appointed a new deputy minister
(highest ranking civil servant) who had the skill and the charge to
change the capacity and culture of the Ministry of Education and
its units. (To rest my case that such a person was up to the task,
read Ben Levin’s [2008] account of how to change 5,000 schools;
Ben was the deputy minister who led this transformation). Third,
we needed to add domain knowledge, so we created a new unit,
the Literacy and Numeracy Secretariat (LNS) within the Ministry
of Education—some 100 people, many of whom were highly
respected instructional leaders in the field.

Throughout this book, we have seen the modus operandi of
LNS (and later we added a student success—SS—unit to help with
high school reform). These are strategies exactly like those inYork
Region, Ottawa, and their schools, only on a much bigger scale.
LNS and SS have partnered with all the districts in the province to
do the all-systems-go capacity building and intelligent account-
ability work that results in student improvement. LNS, in partner-
ship with the field, has developed a number of purposeful, specific,
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EQAO Provincial Results, 2008–2009
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network-based strategies to foster deeper and wider implemen-
tation. We have already referred to the schools on the move strat-
egy that identifies schools that are making significant progress,
and makes it easy for others to learn from them. There are several
networks, such as onewhere several districts are working together
to identify best strategies to address the educational needs of abo-
riginal students. Then there is the leading school achievement
(LSA) project that partners LNS, the three principals’ organiza-
tions (public, Catholic, and French), and Curriculum Services
Canada to work on strengthening leadership focus on instruction
and results through greater “trilevel” alignment—school, district,
and province, working with 1,200 schools across 46 districts
(Leithwood & Jantzi, 2008). All of these efforts are focused on the
same agenda—literacy, numeracy, high school reform, and grad-
uation, and all serve to reinforce and synergize the collective
capacity necessary to get whole-system reform.

For an interesting twist, examine Exhibit 4.4, which displays
the overall and trend results on our six key measures per elemen-
tary school—Grade-3 reading, writing, and math, and Grade-6
reading, writing, and math. But, here we show 12 scores because
we are comparing the 60 English-speaking boards with the 12
French-speaking boards, all of which are fully publicly funded.

Exhibit 4.4

English
EQAO

2008–2009
Change From
2007–2008

Change From
2002–2003

Grade 3

Reading 61% 0 +11

Writing 68% +2 +13

Math 70% +2 +13

Grade 6

Reading 69% +3 +13

Writing 67% 0 +13

Math 63% +2 +10
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You will see that the system in total has moved forward
steadily since we introduced the all-systems-go strategy—some
13 percentage points across 4,000 schools (following five years
of stagnation, 1998–2002, prior to our strategy). But notice
the French. They have outperformed the English districts by some
five percentage points (18 percent gain over most measures,
instead of 13).

It is difficult to draw causal connections between strategies
and practices on the one hand, and impact on the other, but here
is what we think is happening (which, in effect, corroborates
my contention that collective capacity is hyperpowerful). The
12 French districts are a close professional community. They see a
joint purpose in protecting the viability and success of French-
language education by demonstrating quality. This broader pur-
pose is one shared by leaders, teachers, parents, and the
community. These districts support and pressure each other with
purpose and intensity around lifting results. Also, full-day junior
and senior kindergarten (four- and five-year-olds) has been a real-
ity for a number of years. Combined with a clear focus on oral lan-
guage development, young students are better prepared for
success in literacy and in school.
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French
EQAO

2008–2009
Change From
2007–2008

Change From
2002–2003

Grade 3

Reading 66% +6 +19

Writing 76% +2 +18

Math 66% +4 +19

Grade 6

Reading 77% +2 +19

Writing 79% −1 +16

Math 80% +2 +14
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There are many ways in which the 12 Francophone boards
problem solve, develop, and share together and with the province.
To name just a few:

• The French-language Education Policy and Programs
Branch’s (FLEPPB) tourneé provinciale team allows each district
to have a face-to-face meeting with Ministry representatives
and have an open discussion about red flags in district perfor-
mance. The 12 French-language districts exchange resources
and practices with respect to information management, data
analysis, andpractices that improve studentachievement.

• Provincial and regional capacity-building sessions coordi-
nated by LNS have resulted in the sharing of strategies and
resources. District and school leaders are invited to share
their best practices. Networking is an important compo-
nent both during and in between sessions.

• Three districts representing three regions have been work-
ing on a common approach to better principals’ instruc-
tional leadership. The material and the research from this
project have been made available to all French boards.

• The three French districts in the eastern region have jointly
developed an eight-volume math resource document enti-
tled Les Apprentissages Essentiels en mathematiqués, which
aligns instruction, learning requirements, and assessment
for all grades. All 12 districts use these important resources.

Well, you get the picture. These districts are sharing and trying
to outdo each other and the other 60 districts in the province all for
a common cause. In short, this is collaborative competition whereby
schools focus around a common, collective purpose and help each
other (while competingwith each other) to race to the top.

A similar but less-pronounced difference occurs within the
29 Catholic districts compared to the 31 other public districts (all
publicly funded). They too have a distinctive mission and collabo-
rate and compete with each other and with the system as a whole.

My point is this: Moral purpose and a sense of urgency has
generated the need and opportunity for a more creative and, per-
haps counterintuitively, a more collaborative approach to pro-
gramming and sharing effective practices. And the province,
“the system,” has developed a strategy to enable and reinforce
collaborative competition. I said before that you don’t have to
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stress the competition component. Moral purpose plus capacity
building, plus transparency of practice and results, plus an
emphasis on collaboration all serve to generate natural and
healthy competition.

So, the French have the common cause of minority status.
The Catholics have religion. And the public system has, well, its
own secular god, namely society. Society’s god, so to speak, is
the moral purpose of doing well as a society, the commitment
that one has to peers (a moral commitment) and the personal
moral commitment that teachers have in making a difference
to students. Individual and societal well-being and prosperity
have great moral draw provided that the conditions to enact
them are evident.

The system as a whole—all 72 districts—does well because of
common moral purpose and collaborative competition to leverage
each other upward through knowledge of effective practices and
the pressure of outdoing each other for a critically important
common cause. It comes a little more readily to the French and the
Catholics because they have a more available common cause, but
the lesson here is that the public system also has a common cause
and can do even better than they are by mobilizing the power of
collective moral purpose and the learning and commitment that
comes from developing collective capacity and efficacy. The extra-
ordinary energy to make all systems go is in the collectivity, not
the individual members working alone.

INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY

I take up the role of individual capacity in detail in Chapter 5,
so we need only to make the main points here—one negative
and two positive. First, my criticism is that policymakers overes-
timate and overuse individualistic strategies. It is understand-
able but ineffective. To think that you can change the culture of
the teaching profession by attracting individuals of better qual-
ity misses the fact that only collective action will be strong
enough to change systems. So, the warning is do not over rely
on individualistic strategies.

Second, individual capacity building is still an important part
of the solutions, and there are effective and ineffective ways of
going about it, which I sort out in the next chapter.
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Third, and most pertinent to this chapter, it is essential that
individual, organization, and system strategies be closely aligned
and integrated. Far from expecting individualistic strategies to
carry the freight (my criticism above), we must make individual
and collective strategies work in synergy. For example, if you
want instructionally oriented principals, you need to focus on
developing collective cultures that make this the daily work,
thereby producing more such school leaders as you go (i.e., the
topic of Chapter 3 and this chapter), and at the same time person-
nel policies and professional development must be precisely
aligned to reinforce and extend these qualities in the pipeline of
new leaders coming down the pike.

To be specific, standards and qualifications frameworks for
leaders must capture the new role, promotion criteria and deci-
sions must be based on the new requirements, and mentoring
and induction programs for prospective and new school leaders
must be developmentally sound. But these elements are not a
substitute for, but a supplement to, the direct work required to
change the collective cultures. The sequence here is crucial. Do
the real work of change in the day-to-day culture of the system,
and reinforce it with individualistic strategies; don’t expect it to
work the other way around. In short, individual and collective
strategies are compound resources, and only the two together
will make the system go.

THE ROLE OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

Arne Duncan has an enormously difficult job. He is expected to
help lead the United States from its current position of around the
21st in the world in education attainment to becoming number
one again. He is expected to raise the bar and close the gap. He is,
in a word, being asked to make the United States a more equal
society.Yet, he controls only 10% of the budget and faces a consti-
tution that grants states the authority over education policy, not
to mention the 15,000 districts, many doing their own thing.

The implication of our analysis for Duncan is that he must
figure out how to further the state agenda discussed in this
chapter. This is a matter of helping to “frame and deliver”—both
have to be done in partnership with states.
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Duncan is already moving down the framing path. In the
United States, this requires establishing a single set of consistent,
high quality, small in number, core standards—this is, in fact, one
of his four pillars (see Chapter 2). Improving the student informa-
tion system, another of the pillars, is essential, provided that it is
geared for use as a strategy for improvement.

But, it is delivery that is Duncan’s weak suit, not just because
it is daunting—which it surely is—but because there is no strat-
egy for collective capacity building, which is the essence of effec-
tive delivery. Since he can’t do this directly, it must be done
through the state. In much the same way as Ontario relates to its
districts, the feds must relate to the states. As I noted in Chapter 2,
the revision of the regulations for the Race to the Top 4.35 billion
dollar competition has recently added a fifth component: the
coherence and capacity of the state to work with local districts to
bring about system reform in the state.

This is welcome news. But, the theory of action to really do
coherent and shared capacity building is particular, and I have
tried to set out the particulars in this book in the clearest, most-
specific terms.This represents a massive cultural change in the way
that governments—and the United States in this case—go about
leading system transformation. This is the essential task and chal-
lenge facing federal and state governments. And a further word of
warning, the stimulus funds of billions of dollars do not themselves
provide the answer. Everything in my change theory (coming from
practice, incidentally) tells me that great fanfare prior to doing
something is fragile. Genuine, deep excitement can only be realized
by doing quality change on the ground. That is the central task,
with stimulus money only being a blip along the way.

Thus, ongoing partnerships with (initially) selected states
willing to go all the way are necessary. The outline of this
endeavor would require that the federal department of education
organize itself and its culture so that it can work politically and
technically with states. Given the senior leadership appointments
made by Duncan within his department, there are signs that this
is happening, although there is no indication yet that his office
has forged its own “guiding coalition” and corresponding theory
of action based on the agenda proposed in this book.

Delivery, then, requires ongoing partnerships with states
where federal and state counterparts work these ideas through,
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initially and especially, during implementation—problem solving
and refining as they go. This will not come naturally politically or
otherwise for many states, but what the federal government needs
is a few good examples across diverse states on which they can
build. A sharp awareness and involvement with international
benchmarks such as OECD’s PISA, which the United States has
largely ignored until recently, will be helpful.

The resolute leadership that we discussed in this chapter will
be essential from both the Obama administration and the state
governors. Moral purpose must become a natural driver, not the
empty rhetoric of No Child Left Behind, but rather moral purpose
that causally links capacity to outcomes. Moral purpose is both a
cause and an effect. The more it is realized, the stronger it gets as a
powerful impetus for ongoing reform.

There are many good things going on in pockets of the United
States; the challenge now is to invest in federal-state partnerships
that are designed to build collective capacity for whole-system
reform. Because the U.S. has been performing so poorly, focusing on a
small number of proven interrelated strategies (see Exhibit 4.2)
could bring early wins, which in turn could be leveraged for more
progress. It is always easier to followabadact.Awakeningandgiving
moral purpose an effective outlet through increased capacity that
gets better results would galvanize groups to get and build on break-
through achievements. Leaders can change the state we are in, but
only if they jettisonbadhabits and specialize in a fewgood,newones.

The new federal-state partnership in Australia that focuses on
literacy and numeracy across the country might have some useful
lessons along the way, although it is beyond my scope to consider it
here, and too early to tell how it will fare. If the National Partnership
in Australia is to be successful, federal and state leaders in that
countrywouldbewell served toheed theadvice inAll SystemsGo.

My main message, in short, is that either at the level of each
state, or at the federal-state interface, leaders must grasp and pur-
sue the essence of collective as well as individual capacity build-
ing. The theory of action embedded in Exhibit 4.1 is the essence of
this work. The rewards will be exponential, much more powerful
than any strategy that moves only parts of the system.
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C H A P T E R F I V E

Individual
Capacity Building

The top performing countries in the world draw from the
highest 30% of the university graduating class to stock the

teaching profession. They also assess, as a ticket of admission,
“suitability to teach” (strong moral purpose, commitment to con-
tinuous learning, and desire to work collaboratively in teams).
The United States, at best, draws from the middle 30%—probably
even lower.

In this chapter, I am going first to criticize individualistic
strategies and then praise them in perspective; ending with a dis-
cussion of incentives that work—ones that are compatible with
the claims in this book, namely, incentives that are based on col-
lective capacity building while incorporating individual teacher
development on a large scale. To anticipate my conclusion, it is
going to take the United States 20 years to transform the teaching
profession provided that they combine individualistic and collective
strategies. This is not a complaint about individual teachers: It is a
system problem that will require a system response.

It is true, as a South Korean Minister of Education observed,
“the quality of an education system cannot exceed the quality of
its teachers” (Barber & Mourshed, 2007, p. 16), but therein lies
the beginning of the individualistic fallacy that focuses on individ-
uals as the answer (not to mention that some of these policy solu-
tions are downright wrong).
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THECRITIQUE

On performance pay, who are you going to believe in the following
accounts, Hanushek and Lindseth (2009) or Pfeffer and Sutton
(2006)?

Recall from the previous chapter that Hanushek and Lindseth
(2009) recommended a five-part solution, one part of which was
“direct rewards and incentives” including merit pay. Here are a
couple of their assumptive principles:

• The system should reward those who contribute to success—
for instance, thosewhobring about high achievement.

• Rewards should be based on each person’s contribution to
success to the maximum amount feasible. (p. 218)

And,

There is growing research to show that rewarding successful
teachers is one of the most important steps a school district
can take to improve achievement. A bipartisan group called
the Teaching Commission, headed by Lewis Gersten, the
former chairman of IBM, found that “our current compensa-
tion system fails our teachers and our children.” (p. 237–238,
emphasis added).

Then,

There it is, pure and simple: pay teachers based on their
performance, as do virtually all other professionals, or forget
about improving student performance (p. 238, emphasis
added).

Compare the above with Pfeffer and Sutton (2006): “Before
telling you the results of all that research [on merit pay] we can
illustrate how you can figure out if merit pay will or won’t
work” (p. 22). They then suggest we ask ourselves the following
questions:

• What assumptions does the idea or practice make about
people and organizations? What will have to be true about
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people and organizations for the idea or practice to be
effective?

• Which of these assumptions seem reasonable and correct
to you and your colleagues? Which seem wrong or suspect?

• Could this idea still succeed if the assumptions turned out
to be wrong?

• How might you and your colleagues quickly and inexpen-
sively gather some data to test the reasonableness of the
underlying assumptions?

• What other ideas or management practices can you think
of that would address the same problem or issue and be
more consistent with what you believe to be true about
people and organizations. (p. 22, emphasis in original)

Pfeffer and Sutton list a couple of the assumptions about
teacher “pay for performance” plans:

• Teachers are motivated largely, or at least significantly, by
financial incentives; so pay for performance will induce
greater and more effective effort.

• Teaching is a solo activity—there is little interdependence
with others in the school. (p. 23)

They then save us time by cutting to the chase:

It turns out that merit pay for teachers is an idea that is almost
100 years old and has been subject to much research . . . that
evidence shows that merit pay plans seldom last longer than
five years and that merit pay consistently fails to improve
student performance. (p. 22–23, emphases added)

Who is more convincing? Hint: Pfeffer and Sutton’s (2006)
book is calledHard Facts, Dangerous Half-Truths and Total Nonsense.

Instead of being pure and simple, let’s be compound and
complex. There is no research evidence to back up Hanushek
and Lindseth’s claim. Nor do we use pay for performance in vir-
tually any other professions. Almost nobody in human services—
doctors, nurses, social workers, police, security guards, bank staff,
and so on—is paid for performance (they are paid for creden-
tials and particular expertise, and sometimes for the quantity of
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service provided). I repeat, no research exists that demonstrates
that widespread benefits derive from merit pay. A more recent
study by business professor Pedro Martins (2009) of financial
merit incentives for individual teachers in Portugal (that com-
pared teachers receiving merit pay with several matched control
groups over a seven-year period) found that “our results consis-
tently indicate that the increased emphasis on individual teacher
performance caused a significant decline in student achievement
particularly in national exams” (p. 1). When common sense tells
you it won’t work, when no research exists that backs up the
claim for merit pay (save for small segmented examples where
subgroups benefit while the system as a whole suffers), it is time
to give up the ghost of merit pay. Collective excellence, as every
top performing country has found, is accomplished when you
improve the entire profession. As Darling-Hammond (2010) puts
it, merit pay for individual teachers “creates temporary rewards
that do little for long-term salaries or retention and has been
found to be de-motivating to most teachers” (p. 318).

The fallacy begins with the strong and unequivocally true
research finding that the quality of one’s teacher has a dramatic
determining effect on how much an individual student learns.
So, the findings go that having an effective teacher versus a less-
effective one for three years in a row can alter one’s achievement
as much as 50 percentile points. And, we also know that teachers
are of significant uneven quality within and across schools. The
problematic leap in logic comes in deciding how to improve qual-
ity. Bluntly stated, you can’t do this through performance pay to
individuals or even to groups. Donald Campbell (1979) exposed
this logical fallacy over 30 years ago when he observed “The
more any quantitative social indicator is used for social decision-
making, the more subject it will be to corruption pressures and
the more apt it will be to distort and corrupt the social processes it
is intended to monitor” (p. 85). No amount of direct figuring
solves this problem. If you doubt this, try reading Springer’s
(2009) collection of articles on performance incentives. The evi-
dence of the impact of various types of incentives remains thin,
as the solution discussion gets more obfuscated. The problem is
the right one—how to get and reward quality teaching—but the
solution has to be one where the entire profession is upgraded, as
I will discuss below.
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None of what I am saying is a defense of the status quo. As I
said, we are still stuck with the fact that the quality of teachers is
the single most important factor in student learning and that it is
uneven at best. As Grubb (2009) put it, “if practices are specific to
individual teachers rather than school wide, then students lurch
between ineffective and effective practices and experience incon-
sistent teachers” (p. 207). My point is that you cannot get consis-
tent quality teachers through merit pay (incidentally, Grubb’s
book is the most comprehensive treatment of money and
resources around, and I could not find one word on merit pay in
any of its 400 pages).

The message to policymakers is that pay for performance per se
will not and cannot get you what you want unless what you want is,
at best, tiny pockets of success at the expense of the system as a
whole, or, at worse, a win-lose gaming of a performance-based
scheme (Campbell’s law of corruption). Examine the assumptions
and theevidenceclosely, andyoucan’t come toanyother conclusion.

We will get to the solution, but there is one other subtle ver-
sion of the individualistic fallacy that, although it does produce
better individuals, will still not be sufficient. If we take the goals of
producing quality teachers and quality principals, which all top-
performing systems hold, as Barber and Mourshed (2007) found, a
number of recent initiatives are based on sound designs and experi-
ence. These programs, whether for teachers or principals, typically
focus on instruction, blend theory and practice, provide intensive
coaching and mentoring in internships whereby aspirants spend
significant time learning about practice in practice, and create
cohorts of professionals who learn to collaborate and learn from
each other (Darling-Hammond, Meyerson, LaPointe, & Orr, 2010).

In a word, these programs are job embedded.Thus, they look like
they are collective, but on closer examination they are still individ-
ualistic. The assumption is that if we prepare high-quality candi-
dates who will enter the profession or take on leadership positions
we will thereby improve the system. These programs are great—
that is why I call them necessary—but an ad hoc collection of
individuals does not make the whole system go (see Fullan, 2009).

Of course, these new programs are worthwhile. I don’t have to
cite the evidence that the majority of teacher- and leadership-
preparation programs are weak in preparing people for effective
service in the profession. Darling-Hammond and colleagues’
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analysis of eight exemplary leadership-development programs is
conclusive that the designs are sound, the experience valuable,
and the graduates are better prepared than are those from regular
programs.

But when these people—teachers or principals—go into a bad
system, they can only make small gains at best. In Darling-
Hammond’s study, it did not appear that the organizational cul-
ture was much different in the schools where exemplary leaders
served. To take another example, NewYork’s Leadership Academy
is producing high-quality individual principals who are sent to
work in hard-to-serve schools. They do some good, which I inter-
pret to be that they “stop the bleeding” (Corcoran, Schwartz, &
Weinstein, 2009). In some individual situations, they may even
turn around the school dramatically—but this is only piecemeal.
It will never add up unless we can also change the culture of
schools and schools systems so that the conditions for develop-
ment are also built into the work itself.

We can also say that high-quality standards and qualifica-
tions frameworks (what effective teachers and principals should
know and be able to do) are necessary but not sufficient. The good
news is that these standards are getting better and more wide-
spread. But no matter how you cut it, they don’t develop capacity
on the job throughout one’s career. Once again, the sequence is
wrong—we need instead to focus on doing the work first, and
then use leadership frameworks to reinforce and further this
work. Thus, individualist strategies, no matter how good, will
never result in system change. Let us then do the obvious, combine
individual and collective strategies with the driver being the latter.

INDIVIDUALISTIC
STRATEGIES IN PERSPECTIVE

There are a whole set of things that are useful for individual
development. I have just referred to the value of high-quality
preparation programs. Schemes that establish tiers of career
advancement based on expertise and on leadership roles out-
side the classroom also have some merit (see Johnson and
Papay’s, 2009, report and, in reference to it, Viadero, 2009).
Selective use of targeted financial incentives can also work,
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such as paying teachers more for demonstrated instructional
practices they can evidence (for example, the National Board
for Professional Teaching standards certification), additional
pay for going to hard-to-serve schools, improving salaries
including front-end loading of higher start pay, and paying
incentive bonuses for subject-area teachers in short supply
(such as science or math). Even using incentives to get individ-
uals to go to hard-to-serve places won’t by themselves work to
get people to stay (how are you going to keep them down on the
farm once they have seen the farm?).

But, all of these individualistic incentives are only fed into
the fundamental solution which is to change the culture and
working conditions in the school so that all teachers are impli-
cated. Thus, if you want to have a “compound” return on your
investment (which is the only way to get systemwide reform),
you have to combine individual and collective strategies. For
starters, let’s take a straightforward revealing illustration:
Susan Moore Johnson (2004) has spent her career studying
how “to find and keep” quality teachers. In this research, she
and her colleagues found that a new teacher having a mentor
(an individualistic strategy) by itself bore no relationship to job
satisfaction and retention, “whereas working in a school with
an integrated professional culture is strongly related to job sat-
isfaction” (p. 12). The obvious point is that the culture of the
school, itself a collective capacity by definition, is more impor-
tant, in fact essential, for full success. Ken Leithwood’s (2007)
research on working conditions of teachers reaches a similar
conclusion—to a large extent, the conditions that teachers care
about are strongly related to improvement, such as having
effective leaders, good colleagues, resources, and opportunities
to learn and to build collective efficacy that has a positive
impact on students.

Thus, individual capacity thrives if it is integrated with strate-
gies and experiences that foster collective capacity. There is no
other way.The top-performing countries have quality teachers, but
they have them in numbers—that is, the entire profession or virtu-
ally all teachers not just a percentage of selectively rewarded ones.

This takes us back to collective capacity; or one could say,
under what conditions would high quality people come to the pro-
fession and develop individually and collectively? We have seen
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these conditions in Chapters 1, 3, and 4, so I will just reiterate
them here in different words.

The direct answer to the problem of quality is that it is essen-
tial to change the working conditions of teachers and principals.
My colleague, Ben Levin (2008), a system leader if there ever was
one, shares how he has done this in relation to leadership develop-
ment. He calls them “seven practicalities.”

1. Establishing a vision and goals

2. Building a strong team

3. Creating and supporting the right culture

4. Communication, vision, direction, and accomplishment

5. Recruiting, developing, and retaining leaders

6. Building internal and external support

7. Maintaining the focus on teaching and learning (p. 177)

This is collective capacity building. Let us return for a
moment to the basic problem—the development of the teaching
profession as a whole. Yarrow (2009) reports on a recent survey
on how teachers see the profession. The survey found three cate-
gories of teachers: disheartened (40%)—teachers who give their
principals poor ratings in supporting them as teachers and
express concern about working conditions, student behavior, and
testing; idealists (23%)—teachers who say they became teachers
in order to help disadvantaged students, say that good teachers
can lead all students to learn, and believe that they have had a
positive impact on their students; and, contented (37%)—teachers
who report excellent working conditions, work in middle- or higher-
income schools, and believe they have been efficacious in helping
students learn.

What kind of incentive is going to motivate the largest
group—the disheartened—while buttressing the other two
groups? Not individualistic pay performance. The incentives
that work in teaching—as in any helping profession, in my
assessment—are related to the working conditions that enable
groups to accomplish impressive results that have high moral
value. Exhibit 5.1 contains this list.
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These incentives leverage all teachers, and they make it
increasingly uncomfortable for those who do not improve.
Realizable moral purpose is especially effective in reenergizing dis-
heartened teachers. We have found that it is not moral exhortation
or evidence that motivates such teachers but rather helping them
achieve dramatic success with students that they did not think
could learn. The actual experience of success is the turn on that
was missing. We can still take action against terribly incompetent
and abusive teachers, but it is the middle 40% that must be reached
if we are going to get system change. To act this way is a bit more
complicated than legislating merit pay, but not all that complex.
And the rewards will be powerful and have a self-generating
momentum of their own.

POLICYANDSTRATEGY

To return to policy and the top-performing system in the world,
recall that Barber and Mourshed (2007) found that policies and
strategies must focus on three critical components: (1) getting the
right people to become teachers, (2) developing effective instruc-
tors (including leaders who can do this), and (3) ensuring every
student performs well.

For the teaching profession, my central conclusion is captured
in Exhibit 5.2:
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Incentives That Work for TeachersExhibit 5.1

• Good salaries
• Decent surroundings
• Positive climate
• Strong induction
• Extensive professional learning
• Opportunity to work with and learn from others (job embedded and

otherwise)
• Supportive, and even assertive, leadership about the agenda
• Getting helpful feedback
• Reasonable class size
• Long-term collective agreements (4 years)
• Realizable moral purpose
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The quality teaching profession takesmoral purpose from slogan
to sleuthing. It believes that every child, given the right conditions,
will learn and that 95%ormore of students can become proficient at
higher-order 21st-century skills. The profession as a whole believes
this, not just because they value it, but because it is committed to and
knows that it can deliver on it. Teachers individually and as a group
experience success, and it compels themevenmore.

Policymakers in turn need to know that their job is to make
the quality teaching profession a reality. To know that a child’s
teacher makes all the difference in the world is to know that each
and every teacher must be very good. They realize that it is the
combination of teachers that makes the difference, learning on
top of learning, and that policies must get the whole combination
right—initially by establishing high standards, selection proce-
dures that include high academic quality and suitability to teach,
job-embedded preparation, and good salaries in line with other
graduate professions. Although it will take a while to have the
complete effect of changing the profession, early results within a
couple of years will provide the necessary confidence and momen-
tum to keep going.

If you look at seven key factors posed by McKinsey & Co. (see
Barber & Mourshed, 2007) with respect to their core finding of
“developing effective instructors,” you will see that they can only
occur through collective cultures and processes:

1. What is the total amount of coaching new teachers receive
in schools?

2. What preparation of each teacher’s time is spent on profes-
sional development?

3. Does each teacher have an exact knowledge of specific
weaknesses in their practice?
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• Moral purpose (high expectations for all)
• Individual entry (each and every teacher)
• Individual capacity development (each and every teacher)
• Collective capacity development (each and every school, district, and
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4. Can teachers observe and understand better teaching
practice in a school setting?

5. Do teachers reflect on and discuss practice?

6. What role do school leaders play in developing effective
instructors?

7. How much focused, systematic research is conducted into
effective instruction and then fed back into policy and
classroom practice? (Barber & Mourshed, 2007, p. 41)

Barber and his group did not explicitly emphasize that these
goals require collective capacity. This critical observation was
missed or was not appreciated perhaps because it was too
implicit. Compound policies apparently require in-your-face
clarity because they are more complex than individualistically
based policies. A little more complex, but oh so powerful in the
consequences.

Once policymakers come to the realization that individual and
collective capacity must join in order to get whole-system reform,
they immediately know that performance-based merit pay is a non-
starter and that charter schools are not the solution but at best a
small step along the way—the best charter schools give main-
stream schools a wake-up call by furnishing good examples of col-
lective capacity including networking with other schools. Charter
schools are only the answer hypothetically if eventually every
school becomes a charter school nested in a total system of collabo-
rative competition—something that will never happen through
the charter school strategy. We are not going to arrive at the bigger
solution by attempting to leverage charter schools (many of which
are not particularly good either). The truth is that we must work on
the whole system, charter and noncharter alike, immediately to
create the capacities that I have been discussing in this book.

This is the same conclusion arrived at by Grubb (2009):

Many of the most effective resources are not improvements of
what individuals can make working alone but rather are col-
lective resources that can be improved by teachers and leaders
working collectively . . . This eliminates [or places serious
limitations on] many proposals for improvements in schools
that focus only on individuals. (p. 208, emphasis in original)
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There is more pressure and support built into transparent,
engaged collective cultures than in any hierarchical system I
know. There is a way in which collectivities committed to quality
are less tolerant of persistently ineffective members, as Bryk and
Schneider (2002) and others have found. Indeed, I would say that
there are more mechanisms and opportunities for dismissal in the
transparent, feedback-laced, results-oriented collective system
that I am advocating in this book.

Let’s be clear. The strategies I am advocating are designed to
improve teacher quality. I am saying that focusing on collective
capacity is essential if we want to improve the entire profession,
which is, after all, the point. (See also Darling-Hammond, 2009,
2010.)

This is a big undertaking for policymakers and the profession.
I said that it would take the United States as long as 20 years
(although some gains would be noticeable within 2 or 3 years).
Finland did it in 30 years; South Korea about the same. I don’t
know whether it is harder psychologically to be number one, to
lose it so definitively, and then to try to reclaim it (the U.S.), or to go
from a little to a lot (Finland and Korea). Certainly, the dynamics
would be different.

The core agenda is clear—moral purpose and the critical
pathways to enact it. One dynamic in our favor, that I have tried to
capture in this book, is that we know a great deal more about the
small number of compound factors that it will take to make all
systems go. We are in a position to generate powerful momentum
and gains by focusing on a few good interrelated policies and
strategies. Now, if we can only get those damn politicians and
unions to cooperate!
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C H A P T E R S I X

Politicians and
Professionals Unite

Iwon’t even attempt the moral-purpose argument. When it
comes to democracies, everybody is on the high ground. There

is no more room for superiority. Politicians want to get reelected
and do good—in that order. Union leaders want to look after their
members and do good—again, in that order. But if we can find a
way whereby self-interest is met, people will rise to the bigger pur-
pose. In fact, they will embrace the wider goal because to do some-
thing good for others is an intrinsically self-satisfying goal for most
of us. After basic needs are met, altruism becomes a personal and
collective goal that humans find deeplymeaningful.

To paraphrase the poet Seamus Heaney, there comes a time in
history whenmoral purpose and self-interest meet. Politicians will
have to make the first move, as the people have put them in
charge. Recall Premier Dalton McGuinty’s (2009) Lesson Three
fromChapter 4:

It doesn’t matter how much money you invest; you won’t get
results unless teachers are onside (p. 5, emphasis added).

Teacher unions have a right to be suspicious about government
(for example in the U.S. or in Ontario, pre-2003) after years, and in
some cases decades, of failed reform where teachers received more
blame than the “system” did for failing schools. Now, government
has to go out of its way to rebuild relationships with the teaching
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force. It will take years of persistence, patience, and perspective. It
will be frustrating, sometimes desperately slow, but simply put,
there is no way to make whole-system reform work without the
entire teaching profession and its leaders.

Incidentally, in this book I have not tackled the difficult problem
of the role of local school boards. Certainly, many remain dysfunc-
tional, and any change in governance and the role of the state will
need to address this perplexing problem (see Maxwell, 2009). The
principle of developing collective capacity as it links to raising the
bar and closing the gap of student achievement within and across
schools must be the driving force in any reconsideration of the role
of local school boards.

It is no accident that the 30-year decline in the public school
system in the United States coincides exactly with less-than-
healthy relationships between unions, governments, and local
school boards, although cause and effect is clearly intertwined.
Who is going to break the negative cycle? Politicians must initially
try to break the deadlock. Those who will be successful will be dri-
ven by the vision of creatingmore equal, prosperous societies.They
will also have know-how—strategies with the potential of actually
getting there (such as those in this book). Because the goal is so
critical and because there is a practical promise of success, strong
leaders never, ever give up hope even though the frustrations of
getting somewhere, especially at the beginning, can be enormously
disheartening. This is one case truly where if there is a will, there is
away.

Thewillmust be founded on the conceptions of reformandhow
to get there that I have outlined in this book.With respect to govern-
ments and professionals, the English in their policy document,
Excellence and Fairness: Achieving World Class Public Services
(Cabinet Office, England, 2008) call this component of the concep-
tion the “newprofessionalism.”

I have made the case, as the Cabinet Office document does,
that professionals have to “get the basics right” (p. 28), such as
getting the right people into the profession and establishing the
conditions for continuous development. The United States espe-
cially is not there now. There is important foundation work to
be done, and this will require consistency in getting the basics,
such as all teachers teaching literacy and numeracy well. It will
be an uncomfortable period, as many teachers will have to get
basically better.
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But, if we know anything from highly successful individuals
and organizations it is that relentless consistency in relation to
quality goes hand in hand with creativity and innovation. Recall,
today’s relentless consistency is tomorrow’s innovation, and
tomorrow’s innovation is the next day’s relentless consistency. If
we get this started right,

The next stage of public service reform will involve unlocking
the creativity and ambition of public sector works and estab-
lishing new relationships between the Government and
professions. (Cabinet Office, England, 2008, p. 25)

What a compelling, essential prize. Not only dowe need teachers
onside, we need them being relentlessly competent and innovative.
This combination, of course, is exactly required for thriving in our
complex, interdependent world—and this is no slogan. To be this
good means new relationships between government and profession-
als. It alsomeans new relationships with parents and the public. The
qualified innovative professional knows that parents and the com-
munitymust be part of the solution,not part of theproblem.

If you want to change any relationship, you have to behave
yourway into it. Trust comes after good experiences; first and fore-
most, politicians are going to have to show the way even if they
are not rewarded for it at the start. What would push politicians to
take the risks to revamp relationships with unions? Moral purpose
is a start. But, so is pressure from the public and education leaders
who want a better system. Public confidence, if awakened, gener-
ates political willingness to go even further.

The psychology of change at this level is intriguing. Politicians
can’t get too far ahead (or behind) the public (I thank Ben Levin,
2008, for several of the points here). You have to take people with
you, and this means understanding what they think and believe
even if you don’t agree with it. You have to be prepared to “get
down” and talk with people in a respectful way even if they seem
uninformed—that’s politics. You have to be a learner yourself—
humbly confident that you and others can figure it out. You have
to respect collective agreements as a starting point.You need clear
goals, a storyline, and a keep-on-message approach to keep people
onside—25 words or less (Ontario’s core goals can be expressed in
fewer than 10 words). There is also the need for evidence of
results—hence, one important use of test results (provided that
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they are not excessively narrowly measured). Educators may find
theuse of test results simplistic, but theywork for the public.

If there is anynew light coming from thepolitical directionalong
the lines just described, union leaders are going to have to take some
risks. The Albert Shanker of the 21st century is going to be a hero
whenheor she runsonaplatform that says something like,

We the teachers are in favor of deprivatizing teaching [open the
classroom door]; we are in favor of teachers collaborating and
learning fromeach otherwithin and across schools;we support
transparency of results and the involvement of citizens; we are
deeply committed to all teachers being of high measurable
quality, including helping those who are less effective become
more effective and counseling out those not suited for the pro-
fession; and above all, we the union are deeply committed to
working conjointly with the government and the community
in order to achieve the moral purpose of raising the bar and
closing the gap for each and every child in our society.

After I wrote this statement, therewas ever so slightly a glimmer
of hope coming from theNational EducationAssociation (the largest
teacher union in the United States, with 3.2 million members) in a
publication with the Center for Teacher Quality with the title,
Children of Poverty Deserve Great Teachers: One Union’s Commitment to
Change the Status Quo (Berry, 2009). In that report, NEA commits to
four goals: (1) recruit and prepare teachers for high-needs schools,
(2) take a comprehensive approach to teacher incentives, (3) improve
the rightworking conditions for teachers, and (4) define teacher effec-
tiveness broadly in terms of student learning. But unlike previous
reports, this one strays into a new arenawith some action steps. The
new arena is one where teachers recognize that good school princi-
pals are essential; that learning from a critical mass of highly skilled
teachers will be required; that a commitment to creative teaching
and inquiry learning is basic; and that teachers must share a deep
commitment to every students’ success. And the action steps, albeit
baby steps, are to survey the needs of 1,000 high-needs schools and
to allocate onemillion dollars a year for six years to the overall effort.
Admittedly, a pittance for a group with 3 million members, but the
more important foot in the door is the legitimacy that this report
gives to theall-system-go ideas in this book.
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But with bad prehistory and urgent moral purpose, things can
easily go wrong. Already with the stimulus windfall (one which I
said earlier is highly overrated as a solution), there are squabbles
that lessen rather than build on the right agenda, such as the recent
article in Education Week, “NEA at Odds With Obama Team Over
‘Race to the Top’ Criteria” (Sawchuk, 2009). My point: The “race to
the top” money is turning out to be a distractor to the more funda-
mental goals of transforming the culture of the entire teaching pro-
fession. It doesn’t matter who is right.You can’t make the system go
if the teachers as awhole are not onside!

As I said, union leaders need to take some risks, and they should
follow the same advice I outlined above: Get the goals right, keep the
storyline brief, stay on message, get simple evidence of results, and
persist even (especially) if the other side seems obtuse. Fromapurely
self-interest point of view, the windfall for the union and its
members would be enormous. You finally become a profession—
just like in Finland—right up there with and surpassing doctors,
lawyers, and engineers with all the respect and intrinsic and extrin-
sic rewards that come from it (not that the other professions are
always great, but you get the point).

I can’t think of a more obvious win-win scenario for both
governments and professionals. You both win in just about every
measure that counts. Everybody wins, society included.Who is the
enemy here? Well, there isn’t one except for the inertia of allowing
a bad relationship to persist to the detriment of all.

I haven’t talked about the “nonschool” factors in this book that
will be required to change to truly make all systems go. And I will
only barely mention them at this point. This is a book about making
education systems go. Without getting statistically fancy, I am going
to say that if the education sector can get its act together along the
lines that I have described, it will solve at least half the problem of
equality and prosperity. In statistical language, a quality public edu-
cation systemcan reduce the variance in outcomes byhalf and prob-
ablymore.Any teacherwhohas beenpart of turning arounda child,
a school, or a district knows that one’s address is not one’s destiny.

Furthermore, in the chicken-and-egg sense, altering one
variable—education—can improve another variable—a better
life. But, we still need to explicitly work on key nonschool factors.
One powerful set that we are about to tackle, and one that strad-
dles school and nonschool factors, is early care and learning
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(Ontario Government, 2009). In this Pascal report (named after
the advisor who was commissioned to produce it), the govern-
ment has first committed to all-day integrated care and learning
for all four- and five-year-olds based in the school setting. It will
be phased in starting in 2010, but when fully implemented,
parents who want all day, 7:30 AM to 6 PM, care and best start
for learning will be able to get it. This will lead to best start family
centers in which nutritional, health, emotional, and cognitive
development needs of all children ages 4 through 12 will be
addressed. Beyond that, extended parent leave (for mothers and
fathers) will be established in the future. At the same time, ser-
vices are needed for the prenatal to age-3 children.

This, in turn, leads to parenting skills, the question of early
vocabulary growth—in which children with parents more highly
educated get exposed to triple the number of words than working
class or parents on social assistance—and so on.

Similarly, Grubb (2009, pp. 284–285) has listed nine domains
of action relative to nonschool strategies and progress, including
early childhood practices, income support, full range of health
services, family support, and others.

Another great source is Susan Neuman’s (2009) analysis of
the essential principles of high-quality progress that “change the
odds for children at risk.” Her book goes into the most detail on the
range of early care, after-hours and community-based programs
that are already working, albeit in pockets, around the United
States. Neuman ends her book on the same tone as this chapter—
“accept no excuses,” she says (p. 187).

But this book is about making the education system go. We
know what it looks like and how to do it. It does take will and a no-
excuses perseverance along with know-how—resolute leadership
at all levels. I have said that the role of governments is to set the
direction, even in an assertive way, and then—crucially—to engage
in the two-way partnerships necessary to resolve problems and to
develop individual and collective capacity as linked to measurable
results on a small number of key priorities. Other levels of the sector,
districts and schools, must become more proactive with respect to
the new agenda, engaging vertically and horizontally in purposeful
networks. Put differently, local levels need to “exploit” (in the most
positive sense of this word) policies for the betterment of their
students.Thenewpolicies I am recommendingwill direct and shape
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the next phase, but they need not be experienced as restrictive.
There is plenty of room for active claiming of the agenda.

This agenda, as I have argued, must go beyond standards,
assessment, and accountability. The missing component is the
focus on instruction and building the associated individual and
collective capacity to improve all classrooms, schools, and school
systems. This has been the United States’ very weakest suit in the
45 years since 1965 when the country first got into the business
of deliberate improvement through federal and state policy
(Cohen andMoffitt, 2009).

The evidence is overwhelming that we need a social or collec-
tive solution. If the reader needs any more convincing, consider
Tony Bryk and colleagues’ (2010) careful, detailed longitudinal
study of school improvement in Chicago schools since 1989. In
comparing over 100 schools that had improved over the years (in
reading, mathematics, and other measures) with over 100
schools that had stagnated or declined, Bryk et al. found five key
factors that accounted for the differences: (1) school leadership
(the principal) as driver who works with teachers, students,
parents, and the community to build, in turn, four other interre-
lated focuses and supports—(2) parent and community ties, (3)
professional capacity of staff (including focused work orienta-
tion), (4) a student-centered learning climate, and (5) instruc-
tional focus and guidance (p. 82)—all terms we are familiar with
inAll Systems Go from previous chapters.

Schools that had these capacities were 10 times more likely to
be successful in improving student engagement and learning. Put
another way, no schools that were weak on these factors improved
(Bryk et al., 2010, p. 117)—not one school! I said in the preface
that the single most important thing to remember in All Systems
Go is that the solution unequivocally consists of increasing collec-
tive capacity. Bryk et al. underscored this crucial finding: “the
results presented here document one important fact: curriculum
alignment is a social activity as well as a technical act. Its develop-
ment entails sustained work among teachers within and across
grades” (p. 117, emphasis added).

Bryk et al. (2010) did not find “systemic success” in Chicago.
Over 100 schools is a lot but it is less than 20% of the schools in
the district. Still the point remains, you can’t get anywhere with-
out developing collective capacity focused on a small core of key
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interrelated factors. In a phrase, you cannot make the system go
unless you make collective engagement the priority. The evidence
for this conclusion is overwhelming. It is not easy, but it is doable.
Every successful school and system in the world proves the point
that only collective engagement will get us the results we are
seeking.

As we examine how education systems in the world become
highly successful, I am confident that the analysis and recommen-
dations in this book will be validated. The new McKinsey and Co.
report (as yet untitled) that identifies the characteristics of the 20
or so countries that have promising or sustainable results should
add to our store of convincing policies and strategies that work.
These reports will always show that the agendas of the govern-
ment and the teaching profession must converge—for the good of
society and for their own good.

Thus, the missing link is the powerhouse force of collective
capacity building and efficacy. There is no force so durable and
potent as a social force. It has it all. Competencies and skills
increase, quality and innovation occur hand in hand, and gale-
force commitment occurs because peers commit to peers and hier-
archies become flatlined in their interactions.

This is a time in history when one’s self-interest and the col-
lective good overlap substantially. If we expect people to send us
their children and give us billions of dollars, we must get our act
together and deliver value. But it is more than that. There is no
greater secular calling than having the opportunity to improve
one’s self and others—with, as we have seen, countless benefits
for individuals and society. The all-systems-go agenda is worth
uniting on because it simultaneously transcends and givesmeaning
to life—a union on earth.
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The Corwin logo—a raven striding across an open book—represents the
union of courage and learning. Corwin is committed to improving
education for all learners by publishing books and other professional
development resources for those serving the field of PreK–12 education.
By providing practical, hands-on materials, Corwin continues to carry out
the promise of its motto: “Helping Educators Do Their Work Better.”

The Ontario Principals’ Council (OPC) is a voluntary professional
association for principals and vice-principals in Ontario’s public school
system. We believe that exemplary leadership results in outstanding
schools and improved student achievement. To this end, we foster quality
leadership through world-class professional services and supports. As an
ISO 9001 registered organization, we are committed to our statement that
“quality leadership is our principal product.”
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